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Foreword

 Pradnya Sanket literarily meaning ‘signal of knowledge’ is a multidisciplinary 
international peer reviewed journal which is published annually. The college 
promotes research in all disciplines, organises seminars and conferences to bring to 
light the ideas, thoughts and philosophies from all quarters of the world. The college 
has a research centre in Commerce, English and Sociology. Research papers are 
invited from the research scholars and published in this journal. The professors of the 
college also publish their papers on their respective subjects here. Updated 
knowledge and insights are shared which facilitates enlightenment.

This issue of Pradnaya Sanket is focussed on New Trends in Translation Studies. 
The Department of Languages (English, Marathi and Sanskrit) had organised a 
national seminar on translation studies and invited papers.  Selected papers from 
research scholars from all over India have been published here.   This gives you a 
glimpse of the translation activities happening all over. Though it is a vast area of 
study, the papers here highlight the importance of translation in today’s world. 

In this age of digitalization we have got the opportunity not only to translate important 
texts of leading statesmen, thinkers, writers and intellectuals but ideas also from 
advertisers, businessmen, researches in medicine, engineering, management, arts, 
commerce, science etc. The whole world has been benefitted by translation.

 It is a pleasure to bring to you some selected papers in the area of translation through 
this issue of Pradnya Sanket. 

Dr.Tanuja Nafde

Principal      





Editorial

In this age of globalisation and knowledge revolution, translation plays a very important role 

in spreading ideas, sharing information and knowledge dissemination. Translation is the key 

to understanding different cultures and civilizations and to unravel the treasures of 

knowledge and wisdom encompassed in the rich varied Indian and foreign languages.

Translation plays an important role in bringing nations together, contributing to the 

development and strengthening of world peace and security, encouraging mutual respect for 

other ways of life. This issue of Pradnya Sanket focuses on the new trends in Translation 

Studies as this is a new interdisciplinary field that is yet unexplored to its full potential.

The National Education Policy 2020 has given considerable importance to translation and 

emphasized importance of multidisciplinary education in home or regional language. There 

is an immense scope in learning translation as it will open new vistas of opportunities in 

Indian as well as foreign languages in areas of business, science, medicine, arts, technology 

etc. 

The research papers in this issue unravel the philosophies, thoughts of great thinkers writers, 

seers from different countries, religions and languages. Translation has made it possible for 

us to understand them. In this issue we get the flavours of translation of Premchand’s 

Godaan, Dalit feminist Shantabai Kamble, Urmila Pawar, Gulabrao Maharaj, the State of 

Society Depicted in Mrchhakatika transcribing the Consciousness of Mexico-Spaniard 

Diaspora etc.We also understand Machines have facilitated us to translate texts but they can 

never replace human beings. Every language has its own significance and there are things 

which can and which cannot be translated. We also have in this issue the traditions of 

translation in Sanskrit.

Dr. Manjushree Sardeshpande

Editor
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Dalit Feminism in the Translated Works of Marathi Women Writers
         
        Dr. Piyushbala
        Assistant Professor
\        Dept. of Englih
        D.S.P.M.University, Ranchi. 
   
               Abstract 

Translation helps in making literature available in language other than the original. Translation 

helps in understanding different world, which would not have been possible without translation. 

It is difficult to learn each language.  Reading translated works make us enter and experience 

different world and which would otherwise never get to experience. Translated creative writings 

and books have added to learning. In addition translated works help to get something with which 

we are not familiar to. It is an admission to new stories, culture, traditions, lands, philosophies, 

politics. Translation helps in adding reading audience to the book.  Dalit literature is way of 

spreading awareness, which can further bring change in social order; Dalit literature is way to 

bring transformation and insurrection. Dalit women atrocities did not figure out in literature, 

these issues were never the part of main stream Dalit literature. They have neglected the women 

issues. Dalit women are more sufferer than the Dalit men. These women suffer on multiple 

levels. Even the Dalit movement which was initially active only talked about the Dalit 

community, women had no place in the movement until the women themselves realised there 

cause and came forward bringing and highlighting their own problems. Some prominent Dalit 

women writers came with their autobiographies, which infact was not an autobiography but it 

represented the complete Dalit women and their related problems. These autobiographies were 

translated and earned large audience who stands and realises about the atrocities towards Dalit 

women. 

Key words: discrimination, caste-system, bhakti movement, yeskar, gender, marginalisation. 

Introduction

Indian Dalit Literature represents the Dalit community which had no place in caste system. They 

were the depressed classed, who were not a matter of concern for the society. It is a way of social 

movement, who's ultimate, is to establish liberation for Dalits. Further these literary narratives 

wanted the fundamental rights for Dalits and to bring active participation of Dalits in social 

order. Dalit literature is a mission for identity and social equality; it wants egalitarianism within 

the society.  Dalit literature has many fragments; some of the prominent writers have raised only 

the issue of Dalit community and mainly articulates the oppressed history of a community; 
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documenting atrocities and discrimination done to Dalits by the hegemony of upper-caste 

people, but have left the issue of patriarchy and women within the community. 

Dalit women, spearheaded by Dr. B. R. Ambedkar were therefore attacking the very root 

of this slavery, namely the caste system of Hindu religion. His advocacy of conversion to 

Buddhism was to liberate the Dalit women from the clutches of caste system. African-American 

literature has some similarity to Dalit literature of India. Suppressed class movement started by 

the motivation of prominent Dalit leaders. Baba Saheb asked his people to take refuge of 

Buddhism because it was a progressive religion. The religion is based on liberty, equality and 

fraternity.

Urmila Pawar Marathi Dalit writer stated that Dalit women's issues did not have any 

place on the agenda of the Dalit movement and the Women's movement. Even today things have 

not changed. There are feminist writers in literary field but there too Dalit women did not obtain 

any place in literary narratives. The women writers other than Dalit women did not show concern 

for Dalit women; it is clearly visible that Dalits women are Dalits among Dalit community. 

Hence, educated Dalit women took the initiative of representing the women of their own 

community in literature. They observe the need to alter Dalit perception and make them realise 

their power and right.

  Dalit literature came into existence with the beginning of Dalit conferences in 60s with 

the initiative coming from Marathi writers. There are many Dalit Marathi writers such as Bandhu 

Madhav, Annabhau Sathe, Daya Pawar, P.I. Sonkamble, Shantabai Kamble, Raja Dhale, 

Namdev Dhasal, Laxman Mane, Laxman Gayakwad, Hari Narake, Sharankumar Limbale, Arun 

Kamble, Waman Nibalkar, Bhimsen Dethe, Bhau Panchbhai, Ambadas Shinde, Murlidhar 

Bansode, Kishor Shantabai Kale who have contributed a lot to Dalit literature. Dalit literature 

served as an inspiration to understand their right and protest the oppression. 

Dalit literature questions the subjugation and dehumanization of a large section of 

humankind. Literature has always served the purpose of righteousness and compassionate 

society. 

Dalit women autobiographies have some general outline of expression. These women 

demonstrate double discrimination; caste and Dalit women, the socio-cultural system and the 

patriarchy. Dalit women autobiographies are full of open presentation of resentment. These 

women are not looking for pity but they are combating for their right, power and position. They 

want their community and women of the community to survive with self-respect. 

Dalit women memoirs translated in English reveal the awareness among Dalit women 

and participation in Dalit liberation movement, how they worked hand in hand with Ambedker's 

ideology to bring liberation. They also served as an activist to spread awareness and bring more 
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women to join the front of liberation. Translated Dalit women testimonies help the society of 

Dalits as well as non-Dalits to understand hidden feelings of disagree and without erroneous 

performance they revolt under the yoke of endured humiliations of past. Specific ways and 

motives of a shared feminine sensitivity and cultural creativity are highlighted.

Translation is generally considered to be a woman's field. It's seen as one of the 

'nurturing' professions, professions which care for other people, where the workers' reward is 

supposed to be the good feeling they have about helping others. Translating is like smiling, or 

like typing out a dictated letter. It's a nurturing profession. We are supposed to like helping 

people to communicate with each other, and that's supposed to be our reward.1 

The Translated Dalit literary life-narrative proves o be the most appropriate way to 

observe the cruelty of the society and their own community The focus of these narratives on the 

women's life which most of women's daily chores and moves remain unnoticed. They show the 

repressive control of male hegemonic dominance is the central of the community and family life. 

They relate their position in the family, their relation with husband, in-laws and children. Life 

stories only could reveal hidden attempts of resistance usually unaccounted in the records of 

historians. The deep preserved and dormant internal motions of rebel are stirred up by struggles 

for basic survival. The Translated works of Dalit Marathi women writers have played very 

significant role in bringing forward their status and discrimination before the society. Maya 

Pandit, Pro Vice-Chancellor and a professor of English Language Teaching (ELT) at the 

English and Foreign Languages University, Hyderabad has played a significant role in 

translating literature. She is a renowned translator from Marathi to English and vice-versa; she 

has published extensively on gender, caste, alternative Marathi theatre, and teacher's education. 

English translation of Shantabai Kamble's The Baby  Kaleidoscope Story of My Life (1986), 

Kamble's The Prisons We Broke (2008), Urmila Pawar's The Weave of My Life: A Dalit 

Woman's Memoir (2008) are prominent translated works of contribution in literary fields. 

These works act like a resources for understanding the society who remain on the margins within 

a society.  

Maya Pandit writes, Translation is a journey that requires the translator to cross many 

borders. The text being translated is not an incommensurable universe; it is part of a landscape 

that gets mapped in the dynamic and complex relationship defined by the constitutive and 

constituent forces operating in specific social formations at particular points in time. The text 

itself may provide perspectives on the way the terrain should be negotiated, navigated, and 

traversed. The task becomes all the more difficult when one realizes that the paths have to be 

constructed for an outsider, a traveller who may be entirely new to the peninsula and needs to be 

introduced to the region, to the nooks and corners of this territory, since this is basically what a 
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translator is expected to do.2  Transla�on: A Case of Border Crossing in the Global Village Maya Pandit 

h�ps://ntm.org.in/download/�vol/Volume7/Ar�cles

Shantabai Kamble belonged to an integrated family order, after the death of Shantabai's 

mother; her elder sister looked after younger siblings. Shantabai and her younger brothers and 

sisters would visit to Akka's (elder sister) house for food. She was so kind and loving to her 

younger brothers and sisters that she would feed them keeping herself hungry. Poverty was the 

biggest cause of suffering for the Dalits. It was difficult to meet two ends meals for Dalits. They 

were very much dependent on upper caste for petty things. 

Community solidarity is also visible in works of Shantabai. She refers to nomadic 

entertainers who belonged to lower caste. In one of the incident the community's solidarity is 

visible, when the camel of the entertainer dies and people of lower caste in the village come 

forward to rescue the owner of the camel by collecting money and selling the meat of the camel 

in the market to earn money and bought horse for the owner. Shantabai mentions about Bhakti 

Movement. The Bhakti movement was for the empowerment of the people who were standing 

on the last stair of the society. Bhakti movement also provided momentum of growth to 

vernacular literatures. It was kind of revolution against existing ways of devotion and came 

forward to bring reforms in certain rites of devotion. Initially this movement started from South 

India, by Alvaras the devotees of Vishnu and Nayanars the devotees of lord Shiva. The 

movement protested against the caste system and dominance of Brahmans and wanted to reform 

the existing system. Bhakti Movement found its establishment on the influence of vaishnavism 

and evil practices within Hindu religion.  The major leaders of Bhakti movement were Guru 

Nanak, Kabir, Ravidas, Ramananda, Chaitanya Mahaprabhu etc. Bhakti Movement made 

reform in both the religious as well as in social arena. Hindu religion had downfall and new 

religion came into practices. Social relationship within the society improved. The caste system 

saw the downfall and lower caste had better social status. The society observed promotion of 

social service and development of composite art in the society with enrichment of literature. It 

encouraged the development of regional languages such as Hindi, Marathi, Bengali, Kannada, 

etc. The lower classes and castes ascended to a significant position. The Bhakti movement gave 

equal importance to men and women which gave way to the importance of women in society.

Shantabai Kamble had seen criticism about her education and the criticism came from 

within her own community. The people of her community started suggesting her father to give 

Shantabai Kamble a marriage as she have passed seven standard and she had crossed her age of 

marriage. The society itself was the enemy in the development and changing life styles of people. 

Finally Shantabai Kamble got married to a school teacher. Shantabai Kamble was blessed with 

good parents who understood the importance of education, as education could only change the 
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status of Dalits. Shantabai's family was against dowry and therefore they refuse to pay any 

amount as dowry.  

The work of Babytai Kamble reveals two forms of life first of Dalit as a community and second 

Dalit women who experience life suffering on two-folds first as a Dalit and second as a Dalit 

women. Babytai Kamble finds Ambedkar as a path bearer who helped the Dalits to find their 

position within the society. Babytai Kamble was very happy to find the things changing in her 

place, but there were some who took the place of progressive Dalits. She also vehemently 

criticizes the fact that the so called civilized Dalits still want to win applause from their 

oppressors i.e. the people of the upper caste for the progress they have made through their own 

conspicuous efforts. Babytai Kamble expresses hatred and aversion towards higher castes that 

had created an illusion among the mahars that the yeskar's stick was like a royal staff. Each 

yeskar considered this stick as a mark of honour for his family. Babytai Kamble mentions that to 

make the mahar feel royal with stick and bell was just a gimmick played by the upper caste. Baby 

strongly condemns the yeskari system further she claims that that upper caste people had 

adopted shrewd way of keeping mahars in their clutch and employed mahars according to their 

own convenience. Mahars were dumb headed to believe on the upper caste, they could not 

understand the motive behind the act.  As the upper caste people convinced the lower caste that 

the upper caste took care of them and had set employment for these people. But the fact is that 

they have thrust the demeaning duties on Mahars. According to the author, the people of the high 

caste are parasites who survive on the labour of Mahars and cannot do anything without them. 

Every village had Chawdi, it was a place where the people gathered for conversation or to 

exchange their views.

Baby mentions the discrimination faced by the Dalit children in schools. Dalit children had to 

face humiliation, harassment and discrimination. Teachers who are considered to be ideal people 

were also involved in the practices of discrimination.  Teachers would make Dalit children feel 

inferior before the upper caste students. But Babytai Kamble and her friends would confront the 

upper caste girls. They did not submit before these girls. The Dalit girls would retaliate in the 

same manner as the upper caste girls did to Dalit girls. The school in which Babytai kamble was 

getting education was a girls' school. The teachers of the school favoured the upper caste girls 

whenever there was any quarrel between the two community girls, the teacher would punish the 

Dalit girls without finding the truth.

Babytai Kamble very audaciously criticises the caste system. The critisim originate from 

a subjective spontaneity, which remains to be understood for itself. Babytai Kamble hits and 

comments upon apparently nonsensical rituals to which series of generations have succumbed, 
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offering and sacrificing their lives to gods made of round stones only. This was truly the way that 

women found in their down-trodden condition to keep themselves alive. A Human being ought 

to keep his mind engaged in some pursuit in order to find joy somewhere and grow shoots of 

hope. While nourishing these shoots of hope with all the strength of their soul, they surely made 

them grow. Baby Kamble states that all the enjoyment of upper caste prosperity was founded on 

the pith and marrow of the Mahar women. Babytai Kamble writes about her book; for me, the 

suffering of my community has always been more important than my own individual suffering. I 

have identified myself completely with my people. And therefore Jina Amucha (The Prison We 

Proke) was the autobiography of my entire community.3

Dalits or untouchables, were involved in most objectionable and unhygienic duties. 

Dalits were considered to be culturally low-grade and contaminated by nature and for that reason 

they were restricted entry into main community. They had to live in isolation. Maya Pandit 

explains about translation, Baby Kamble's autobiography Jina Amucha, I encountered a similar 

problem. The title of the original Marathi book meant This Wretched Life of Ours”. But actually 

the book narrates a heroic tale of the struggle of the entire Mahar community under Dr. 

Ambedkar's leadership; it is a story of suffering as well as courage, fired by the indomitable will 

of the women to change the life of the entire community. The collectivity of the struggle and 

resistance becomes more important. The book is not written in the victim mode. This underlying 

reality, which is taken from the lived struggle of the Dalits for dignity and self respect and which 

is not represented in the Marathi title, became more important for me. Hence, I changed the title 

of the translation from the literal This Wretched Life of Ours to The Prisons We Broke.4

Urmila Pawar like any Mahar had to face many social and cultural problems. She had to 

suppress her emotions, which when expressed would bring insecurity in life. The caste she 

belonged was a hurdle in all walks of life. Not only the caste even the life or her acceptance in the 

family was obstacle. She was the sixth child of her parents; the gender itself was a curse for her.

Urmila Pawar well understood her caste. Mahars had no position and identity in the 

society. Looking into the situation she with her family and other members of her community 

accepted Buddhism as a religion.  The words and call of B. R. Ambedkar had much influence on 

her and her community. B. R. Ambedkar had asked the Dalit community to give up Hinduism. 

She had come across several instances of discrimination and humiliation at various places. 

Urmila also loved the equality and brotherhood of Buddhism. With acceptance of Buddhism 

Urmila found a new life and started realising herself and the importance of women in society.

Urmila Pawar's autobiographical work, Aaydaan, translated by Maya Pandit as The 

Weave of My Life: A Dalit Woman's Memoirs expresses Dalits perspective as a community as 

well as Dalit women. The book reveals the social structure and practices which prevailed and is 
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still prevailing in contemporary time, as many a times we come across to some incidents related 

with Dalit suppression and restrain. Sufferings and pain of caste victims are unwrapped before 

the readers. Urmila tries to bring out the marginalisation on three-fold, first as Dalit, second as 

women and third as Dalit women. The book covers several levels of prejudice faced by women 

such as; sister, wife, daughter in law etc. the burden that women try to overcome.

Urmila found women in the Dalit movement were treated as Dalits. It states as Dalit 

women were Dalits within Dalit community. This thing particularly hurt Urmila Pwar and she 

took initiative with the help of other female Dalit activist like; Hira Bansode, Meenakshi Moon, 

Sulochana, Nanda Lokhande to establish Dalit Women's Literary Organisation. Urmila was 

more concerned about the liberty of Dalit women and therefore she thought the platform would 

help Dalit women to express freely and understand each other to resolve their issues. Urmila 

worked for the organisation and she started marching on foot in different regions to spread 

awareness regarding the organisation. How the organisation was for the Dalit women and she 

also persuaded these Dalit females to join the organisation for their betterment. The work was 

very hard as women would not get easily convinced, some would criticise the organisation meant 

only for show just like earlier organisation in the name of Dalit. Urmila also came to understand 

the reason behind poor Dalit women participation.  Urmila writes; Women issues did not have 

any place on the agenda of the Dalit movement and the women's movement was indifferent to the 

issues in the Dalit movement. Even todays things have not changed.5

Urmila Pawar found the Dalit organisation full of discrimination. Gender 

marginalisation was common practice. The general practice of male supremacy was very much 

evident. The organisation was formed to revolt against the marginalisation of Dalits, the men of 

the organisation practiced marginalisation against women. Urmila has placed abundant 

examples to understand about the victimization of Dalit women by the upper caste women in the 

name of caste. Urmila mentions the negative side of the discrimination she had seen. But as a 

reader we can observe that discrimination was not only based on caste. The life style of the Dalits 

was also responsible for the discrimination. The one good example of this was Urmila's way of 

attending school. She attended school in a very filthy way. She herself mentions how her teacher 

Biwalkar tried hard to teach cleanliness to Urmila but she never bothered to learn it. Urmila's 

school uniform would be very dirty; she had a habit of spitting everywhere. The advice of the 

teacher Biwalker can be taken as discrimination but as a reader it also appears a small task 

performed by the teacher to bring reformation within Dalits. The teacher advised Urmila to go 

and ask her mother to make new dress, buy soap and start washing the cloths by herself.

Urmila with the help of her memoir wanted to loosen all the things that she was 
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connected to in her life; childhood days living a Dalit life, again awakening of a Dalit girl, giving 

up slavery and revolting for her right as well for the right of the Dalit community especially for 

the Dalit female because Urmila well understood the condition of women within her community. 

Urmila had seen the condition of women from her childhood days and she had herself 

experienced it on her personal life before as well after the marriage. Urmila has well explained 

the condition of Dalit women at different places; schools, house, society etc. Women faced 

troubles and suppression in every responsibility they came through in their life. Women may be a 

daughter, wife, mother, daughter-in-law; all the relationships had no dignified life for her.  

Maya as a translator narrates; the problem cannot be posed as an either-or problem. 

Against the background of internal colonization by the urban upper caste middle class elite of 

the subordinated local sub-cultures, it might be politically more expedient to translate resistance 

writing from the local languages into English, as well as from one Indian language to another.6

Dalit women translated autobiographies are a contribution to literature that threatens 

upper caste hegemony in literature.  Dalit translated literatures helps in mobilisation of Dalits in 

the protest against the upper caste and the caste system, who do not belong to the language of the 

original writer. Dalit literatures also show the intellectuality among Dalits. This shows the 

changing graph in the society. 
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Godaan: Criticism of Life

        Dr. Vinita Virgandham
        Bhiwapur Mahavidyalaya,
        Bhiwapur.
        vinita123virgandham@gmail.com

Abstract

Prem Chand was the pioneer of progressive writing in Hindi novels. He studied social problems 

like a sociologist, and presented them like an artist, arousing noble emotions of love, kindness, 

charity, pity, etc. for the fellow beings, without any prejudices of caste, colour or race. Prem 

Chand also seems to say something similar as he presents the disparity between the rich and the 

poor, the Zamindar and the farmer, and also the emotions of love and sacrifice deeply rooted in 

the hearts of the people, as low as Chuhia and as high as Professor Mehta and Dr. (Miss) Malti.

Key words: Exploitation, Devil, Criticism, Society, Struggle 

Godaan is a novel of epic dimensions, portraying the exploitation of the farmers though India 

was then a country of villages and dependent almost entirely on the labour of the farmers. Prem 

Chand has devoted more than half of the novel to the depiction of poverty of the farmers, 

represented by Hori. He had a life time ambition to own a cow, but it had become a task as 

difficult as buying a luxury. Hori had tricked Bhola into giving him a cow, yet the money-lender, 

Jhinguri Singh would not let him have the pleasure of owning a cow, and his own brother, Hira, 

poisoned the cow out of jealousy. Once lost, he could not get the cow again in his life time, except 

in his last vision in which "the image of a cow rose before him, just like the celestial cow which 

grants all wishes. He milked the cow and was giving the milk to Mangal when the cow turned 

into a goddess...." (34). Hori died without the satisfaction of owning a cow, which was nothing 

less than owning the Kamdhenu for him.

The farmers were at the mercy of the Zamindars and the money-lenders who had no mercy for 

them. The Zamindars would realize not only the rent, but would also impose fine, throw them off 

their land on a false excuse. The farmers had no escape —between the devil and the deep sea they 

were: Rai Saheb, the Zamindar, asked Hori to inform the villagers to collect Rs. 500/- for him 

though it was too big a sum for the villagers. The money-lenders were like vultures. Prem Chand 

writes to expose their tyranny— "Murderers and blood-suckers, that's what you village headmen 

are. Interest rates of twenty five and fifty per cent, tips and donations, bribes and graft—rob the 

poor any way you can!" (22) Police, Patwari and 'the Brahmins also demand a share in the flesh. 

The Police Inspector has been named Ganda Singh by Prem Chand because he was strong as a 
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ram to extort money from the farmers. About the oppressive role of different agencies, Prem 

Chand writes: "Everyone around here considers the farmer fair game. He can hardly stay on in 

the village if he doesn't pay off the Patwari. If he doesn't satisfy the appetite of the Zamindar's 

men, life is made impossible for him. The Police Chiefs and the constables act like sons-in-law. 

Whenever they happen to pass through the village, the farmers are duty bound to entertain them 

royally and provide gifts and offerings lest they get the whole village arrested by filing a single 

report. Someone or other is always turning up-the head record keeper or the revenue official or 

the deputy or the agent of the collector or Commissioner — and the farmer is supposed to attend 

him on bended knee" (27). Thus, the novelist has drawn attention of the society towards the 

tyranny that the farmers were subjected to.

But the condition of the Rai Saheb, who was the Zamindar, was no better. He was patriotic and 

commiserated with his tenants yet he was obliged by the circumstances to impose penalty. He 

explained, "We seek shelter from revenge with the police, the officials, the judges and the 

lawyers, and like beautiful women, we become mere playthings in their hands….. When the 

British Saheb comes here on a tour or a hunt, it's my job to trail along after him. One frown from 

him and our blood runs cold….. we have fallen prey to the system, a system that's completely 

destroying us" (17).  The novelist has a soft corner for the Zamindar who he thinks is caught in a 

vicious circle.

But money-lenders have no saving grace. They are incarnations of devil, the off-springs of 

Mammon who was damned to hell because he loved nothing but gold. Prem Chand exposes their 

villainy as he tells the society, "I remember your giving us thirty rupees to buy a bullock. Then it 

becomes a hundred, and now hundred has become two hundred. That's how you people rob the 

farmers and turn them into hired hands while you take over control of their land."

The Brahmins who act as family priests also look for the opportunity to fleece the gullible 

farmers. These Brahmins would demand the toll in the name of God and heaven without any 

qualms of conscience. Prem Chand takes a dig at such Brahmins as he says, "As a family priest, 

you can go to anyone's door and come back with something in hand. You people get something 

whenever there's a birth, whenever there's death, whenever there is a marriage, whenever there's 

funeral. You work the fields. You lend out money. You act as brokers. And if anyone makes a 

mistake, you set a fine and ransack his place, with all that money, your bellies still aren't full” 

(59).

The editor Pt. Onkarnath who boasted of being the mentor and champion of the underdog was 

factually a hypocrite. He charged money from the Rai Saheb for keeping his lapses under carpet 

and also from the foreign firms to give place to their advertisements in his paper against his 

sworn policy of swadeshi. He knew he had the power to malign anybody, and was out to use this 
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power of the press to entrap big cheese for money. Giving him a dressing down Rai Saheb said, 

"Yes, I admit that on one or two occasions you have shown some manliness, but always with an 

eye to your own interests, not the public welfare. Now don't start looking shocked and angry. 

Every campaign you have fought has had the, same opportune results—the enhancement of your 

own prestige and power and income" (63). And as the Rai Saheb offered to pay the subscription 

of a hundred new fake subscribers, he accepted the bribe with a smiling face. He said, "The first 

transaction this morning brought in fifteen hundred rupees." I must have seen an auspicious face 

when I first woke up."(64)

Chandra Prakash Khanna, Bank Manager and sugar mill Director lived a dissolute life, 

regardless of the fact that he had made a hell of the life of his wife, Govindi. The novelist tells, 

"Often he would lash out angrily at Govindi. On such occasions she would retreat to her own 

room and spend the night weeping while Khanna sat in the living-room listening to the music of 

prostitutes, or went out drinking to the club" (55). He had cast his evil eyes on Doctor Malti. In 

business he was an opportunist. He wanted commission from Rai Saheb to get loan sanctioned to 

him.

Shyam Behari Tankha, lawyer and broker, had his finger in every pie. Money was topmost in his 

mind and every other consideration was subsidiary. He enticed Rai Saheb to contest election for 

council by giving him an understanding that the Raja Saheb would hand over a hundred thousand 

rupees on a platter to get him dropped out of the race, though it was known that the Raja Saheb 

was determined to get the distinction of defeating the Rai Saheb. Tankha had obviously double-

crossed the Rai Saheb for his own interest, and dismissed him arrogantly.

Mirza Khurshed was a man of Persian origin. "He had made two pilgrimages to Mecca—but he 

drank heavily. He would often say that there was no point in sacrificing life, for the sake of the 

poor if one, didn't obey any of God's other commandments. His was not a clean past. He was a 

contractor in Basra but he ran into trouble because he, carried an affair with an English woman. 

He was ordered to leave the country within twenty-four hours. As he was an old acquaintance,  

Rai Saheb helped him in setting up a shoe store. He made a fast buck and got elected to the 

Council on the ground of a good reputation. However, he had no religious scruples. He did not 

say his prayer for ten years. After some time, he became a pauper and had to borrow money even 

from Gobar and forgot to repay the loan. But all his strength and weakness remained confined to 

his personal life, as he had nothing do with the society. In a way he was wasting his life.” (32)

The picture of the society presented in Godaan is dark and dismal. The farmers were exploited, 

the money-lenders and business-class, represented by Khanna and Tankha were ruthless in 

making money and Zamindars, represented by the Rai Saheb as he said, were forced by 

circumstances to extort money from the farmers. What was the hope for such a society! Was it 

dead or still pulsating? Such questions seem to have perplexed the novelist. After all, the society 

is an institution, having innate strength to regenerate. However, degraded a society be, there are 
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always some elements which sustain it. Professor Mehta and Dr. Malti represent such elements. 

They had finer emotions of love, service and sacrifice. Mehta was a Professor of Philosophy 

while Malti was a Physician. Mehta was of the view that concepts of dualism and non-dualism 

had no significance without practical application of ideas to life, which meant that gulf between 

different faiths should be bridged. Dr. Malti was actually doing it. She nursed the child of Gobar 

and would often visit the dwellings of the poor to give treatment to the sick. “Prem Chand puts 

his faith in the goodness of man. Howsoever bad the times be, saints and prophets come to the 

world generally when they are most needed by the society” (Interpretation, Inder Nath 56). Thus, 

the processes of degeneration and regeneration go on simultaneously.

The artist's aim is to present a true picture of the society before the people to make them aware of 

the evils that have afflicted the society. In this connection Thomas Carlyle holds that an artist is 

"the world's priest guiding it like a sacred pillar of fire, in its dark pilgrimage through the waste of 

time" (Hero as a Poet 44).  A. H. Clough also thinks that it is the duty of an artist to give right 

guidance to the society. In his poem, Come, Poet Come the poet says —

            “Come, Poet Come 
            To give an utterance to the dumb,

And make vain babbles silent, come." (Poems and Prose Remains, Volume II 87)

Hori is that dumb that required the voice of the novelist. Prem Chand's Godaan presents a 

criticism of the society in true colours. In his address to the Progressive Writers' Association also, 

Prem Chand said, "A litterateur or an artist is by nature, progressive. He does not perceive the 

individual and society in those conditions of happiness and freedom in which he wants to see 

them in his imagination. For this reason, he always feels dissatisfied with the present mental and 

social conditions. He wants to end these disgusting conditions so that the world may become a 

better place to live and die in." In his struggle to make the world a better place to live in, it 

becomes necessary for an artist to fight against the evil which have bedeviled the society and 

establish a world of joy and happiness. Godaan is certainly an admirable attempt in this 

direction.
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                        India is one of the very few countries in the world that has two different 
names on its postage stamps and currency 'India' in English and 'Bharat' in Hindi with its 28 
recognized languages and 10 scripts. It is one of the most challenging. Yet promising areas of 
literary activity as well as publishing in India. 

Translation is not one thing. Like the Elephant in the story of 'the Six Blind Men and the 
elephant',  it has meant different things different people, at different times, in different cultures 
and histories. Term 'translation' to any one fixed definition is not productive either. That is 
because the term 'translation' covers a whole range of widely differing writing practices. Just 
look at the Plethora of words which refer to the concept of translation in our languages: 
bhashantar, anuvad , tarjuma, anuvarthan, adhoor (based on), spoorti (inspired by) in Hindi, or 
the Kannada words-punarlekhana, punarachane, maru kattu, kannadisu, deshaanthara, 
kaalanthara, or English words like reflection, refraction, adaptation, rewriting, new-writing, 
transformation, transcreation.

Translation plays a key role in the utilization, addition and expansion of languages. It 
enriches the target languages and literature written in it. The target language benefits through the 
absorption of phonology, vocabulary and syntax of the source language. Translation reveals 
strikingly the likeness and difference between two civilizations because it depends on a double 
awareness of the cultural context in which the original was produced and of the context in to 
which it is to be projected. 

India is a multicultural multiethnic and multilingual nation. As many as 1,652 languages 
and dialects are spoken in India. The constitution of India recognizes fifteen major languages. 
These are Assamese, Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Kashmiri, Malayalam, Marathi, Oriya, 
Punjab, Sanskrit, Tamil, Telugu and Urdu (Competition success Review book (1990-596). So, In 
India translation is a necessity for following reasons.

· The medium of instruction has been changed into regional languages event at the 
University   level.

· Most Universities are now planning to offer special courses in translation.
· The Sahitya Academy, New Delhi, is encouraging translations of regional literature from 

one language to another and into English.
· Translation from one Indian language into another are necessary for national integration.
· The Urban societies which are multilingual need translations in order to permit people to 

communicate with and understand each other better.

What is very heartening is that scholars from India such as A.K Ramanujan, Sujit Mukherji, 
Gayatri spivak and G.N.Devy have made a substantial contribution from an Indian perspective 
to take the debates in translation forward into the post colonial arena. 'What do translation do?' 
Which is one more patent and revealing question. For translation, for from being innocent or 
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benign, is an activity charged with cultural and political significance. How could the British have 
conquered India without 'translating the Indian Maharaj Sahib, Pundit, Baboo, Sepoy, Loot, 
Coolie, Ayah, Mussala and curry' The post colonial approach has focused attention on translation 
as an ideological negotiation between two cultures, often unequal and hierarchically placed.

In India, Translation has been in the post and now, making to much happen forces. Though there 
have been some efforts to take translation seriously, the attention given to it is not commensurate 
with the cultural and political significance. Translation has had in ancient, medieval or modern 
India. Post independent India has had to conduct its business using at a minimum three 
languages. The Sahitya Academy, set up in 1954 and the National Book Trust are both govt. 
initiatives to nourish literary translations across states through translations. Private publishing 
houses are also showing increased interest in translations. States such as Kerala and Maharashtra 
have a more vibrant translating culture than other states.

Besides the spread of print circuits have established networks through translations. More 
recently, the electronic media has inaugurated new genres of texts –dubbed programmes, 
remakes and sub-titled versions-which are functioning powerfully because of translation. In an 
increasingly globalised India, the English language has put in place a new 'caste' system between 
the English deficient rural poor and the English proficient, upwardly mobile urban masses. 
Translation is the only way by which We can hope to bridge this imbalance.

Translation is not new to India because India has always been a multilingual, multicultural and 
multiethnic . It has always been a target of foreign conquests.  So Indians had learn translation 
unconsciously.  Translation in the Indian context is both natural and necessary. It is natural 
because we do it unconsciously and it is necessary because we are a multilingual nation. 

In a multilingual and multicultural like India, translation of words is of paramount importance 
for exchange of ideas and thoughts among people belonging to different regions, languages and 
cultural. Without translation it well neigh impossible for the people of India to communicate 
among them selves. For mass information and technical know how translation from one regional 
language into another or to nation language. Dilip Chitre writes about translation in his 
following words:

“It is not only vehicle of reaching out the people but it serves as a bridge among regional 
languages and people of India”.
Paul st pierre also reiterates the concept of translation as nation building in the following words:

“ The importance of translation can be located in the fact that translation brings the readers, and 
critics of one nation into contact with those of others, not only in the field of literature but in all 
areas of human development, science and philosophy, medicine, political science, law and 
religion……………….”

Translation helps in the process of nation building in our country. The language of our 
administrative communication at the nation level is done either through the official language or 
in English. It needs to be translated into more than twenty regional languages for the benefit of 
the people of several states. Similarly the language of court is either English or Hindi and 
judgment is delivered in one these two languages. There after the judgment is translated into 
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regional language for the benefit of the common people. For administrative and judiciary 
purposes, translation is obligatory in India.

In the post colonial phase the onus for continuing in English is ours alone. It is necessary for the 
purpose of translation, In India it is imperative on the part of a person of one state to translate his 
words in the native language into either English or Hindi to communicate himself to another 
person belonging to another regional language. It bridges the cultural and linguistic gap between 
two languages.   

In the present context of national development, translation is considered as an important aspect 
and component of language learning.  As the world has become a global village and internet has 
facilitated the communication system at the national level, translation helps in bringing out 
nation integration (in multi lingual countries like India, France, Canada etc.) and at the 
international level.  It helps in improving good relations among neighboring countries and 
bilateral relationships. Ina way, translation helps the people in their effort at nation building and 
establishing the national identity. 

In the concluding, I would like to say the translation scene in India shows a new tendency during 
the post colonial decades. Most Indian writers contend with each other to translate their works 
into English or vice versa. So there is an increase in the number of translations from Indian 
languages into English or English to Indian languages.  At present it has become a symbol of 
status for the Indian writers to translate their works into English. 
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Abstract

Neo-colonialism is modern form of old colonialism and it deals with an indirect rule of 

the colonizers on colonized. According to Nkrumah, the general aim of neo-colonialism is 

economic domination at the satisfaction of a few. Neo-colonialism in its cruelest form is the 

continuation of colonial policies under the guise of achieving freedom. The aim of neo-

colonialism is that the Colonizers' capital is used to exploit rather than to develop the less 

developed countries. It is being done by the countries which once had been the colonizers of the 

same country. Shashi Tharoor has been known as a post-colonial or post-modern writer; his two 

novels, Riot and Show Business have the elements of Neocolonialism. Nkrumah's theory of neo-

colonialism is applicable in these two novels. The present paper would like to analyze how even 

after independence and becoming free country, the third world is still are under colonial rule and 

its culture, economy, style, traits and language of the society is being dominated by the 

colonized. Though physically and officially we have got freedom but virtually we are still under 

colonial rule to which we can call neo-colonialism. The present paper would also analyze how 

capitalism and the gap between rich and the poor class which has been widening even after 

independence is the result of Neo-colonialism.

Keywords: Neocolonialism, Shashi Tharoor, Colonialism, Colonizers, etc

Introduction

India got independence after a long struggle and efforts by our nationalist leaders. 

Initially British had come here as a traders but later they found India rich in natural resources and 

suitable place to live and rule; they started ruling continue in India. They colonized India and 

started committing atrocities on Indian people particularly on farmers and soldiers. India was a 

country with having labor, minerals, wealth, fertile land and natural resources, which made 

British to extract wealth from India and send it back to their mother land. Subsequently, Indian 

nationalist leaders came to know that British had started exploiting the natural resources of India 

and they thought of expelling British from India and get independence. They fought and 

struggled against British. Finally, India succeeded in getting independence from British in 1947. 
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When British colonialism ended in India, Indians found that their culture has become as 

the mixture of British and Indian culture because of the influence of British in India. They 

wanted to preserve their own culture and they worked on it and remained successful in 

preserving their own culture. Even after independence, the impact of Colonialism on Indian 

culture, economy, ethnicity, language, and life style had been seen for a long time. Not only India 

but also other countries which once had been under colonization have witnessed such impact of 

colonialism in their countries. Colonizers' influence and their impression can still be found in the 

minds of the colonized as colonized still follow their culture, language and their policies. 

Colonized regard colonizers superior and somehow feel inferiority complex before them. 

Colonizers' superiority impression can still be found in the mind set of the people of the countries 

which once were colonized. This phase can be called Neocolonialism; the countries, which once 

had been under colonization of the colonizers, are still depending on their business, brands, and 

language.

 Kwame Nkrumah, in his book Neo-Colonialism, the Last Stage of Imperialism (1965) 

said, “Existing colonies may linger on, but no new colonies will be created. In place of 

colonialism as the main instrument of imperialism we have today neo-colonialism”. (Nkrumah, 
1.1965) . In the case of Africa, this manifests itself as imperialistic power without responsibility.  

In Shashi Tharoor's Riot and Show Business we find some elements through which we can say 

that these two novels can be studied on neocolonial perspective. The theory of Neo-colonialism 

which says, “Neo-colonialism is also the worst form of imperialism. For those who practice it, it 

means power without responsibility and for those who suffer from it, it means exploitation 
2without redress” ( )  can be applied in these two novels. Shashi Tharoor's Riot and Nkrumah, 1965

Show Business are set in India and deal with the culture, society, and business in India. Shashi 

Tharoor is a great Indian writer, politician and journalist who has authored more than 20 books. 

His Riot: A love story is a fictional book written about the scenario of Indian society when Babri 

masque was demolished at ayodhya UP. On the one hand this book deals with the situation of that 

time, about the nature of the people who had come to demolish masque and on the other hand it 

also deals with the love story which goes on side by side with the parallel of this novel. Tharoor 

has emphasized on how British colonialism had left behind their impact of divide and rule in 

India and on the other hand they have left the influence of their culture in Indian society. Though 

the colonialism ended but the control of the colonizers still has remained continue in the form of 

neocolonialism which we witness in this novel through these two parallel plots.

“Neocolonialism is a synonym for contemporary imperialism. It suggests an 

indirect form of control through economic and cultural dependence. Shashi 

Tharoor's post modern novel, Riot is a bonafide record exhibiting the worst form 
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of imperialism. The invasion of colonialism has been identified with four forms 

in Riot: i) the clandestine love affair of Priscilla on Lakshman, ii) the crude 

animal of Rudyard with his Indian secretary, Nandini, iii) the services of non 

–governmental voluntary organization: HELP-US to the innocent poor, iv) and 

the intrusion of coke. Unlike the old ways, these are new ways of invasion 

exploiting the minds and bodies of middle class young Indians.” (Alagarasan, 
12015)

The culture, society, lifestyle, language, customs seems to be dominated by western 

powers in the novel. Such radicalization and unarranged marriage is an impact of mixture of 

culture and the impact of western culture on Indians. “Neo-colonialism suggests an indirect form 

of control through economic and cultural dependence” (Neocolonialism). This phase of 

colonialism is also worse as colonialism. The following and dependence remains continue even 

after Independence.  “Neo-colonialism, like colonialism, is an attempt to export the social 

conflicts of the capitalist countries. The temporary success of this policy can be seen in the ever 

widening gap between the richer and the poorer nations of the world” This  (Nkrumah, 1965) 

practice of dominating market, society, culture of once colonized nations has been seen in other 

countries. Western countries do this in their former colonies and they have a large market there. 

Many powerful neocolonial countries such as the US, Masquerade are the poor 

and middle class Indians with their sly weapons of economic hegemony like the 

World Bank, WTO, and IMF. Such countries have double faces. They are 

infiltrating into other developing countries through voluntary organizations and 

indigenous NGOs, under the disguise of humanitarian activities such as health, 

education, poverty etcetera. The corporate sector backing the US government 

uses these data for formulating its market strategies in this country, while the US 

government uses it to bend the country's government to its political will. These 

NGOs also act as cultural ambassadors of the US by surreptitiously propagating 

an ideology of its cultural superiority through the sheer enthusiasm they exude in 

solving the economic and social problems of the masses through apolitical 

means. One effective way of destabilizing the socio-political fabric of a nation 

like India with a democratically formed government at the centre and the states 

could be so falsely convince the people at the grass root level that their economic 

and social problems can be solved apolitically and without governmental 

interference. (Alagarasan, 2015).

Tharoor poses question about cultural identity and presents an impassioned plea for 
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understanding and tolerance among cultures. Priscilla questions the very foundation of the 

traditional Indian marriage system where the elders of the family map out and arrange the 

marriage of the grown-up adult children. She is unable to swallow this marriage as the life time 

commitment between a boy and a girl. Shashi Tharoor criticizes the western power influence in 

India even after independence; America tries to establish their NGO here in India without 

knowing the history, geography of India and this is also criticized by Tharoor in this novel. In 

Riot Gurinder Singh, a police officer considers the love affair between Lakshman and Priscilla as 

a kind of exploitation. He equates this to the exploitation made by the British on India. We also 

see when Priscilla, an American when she accuses her father Mr. Hart who is the managing 

director of the coke in India. She blames him for promoting American brand and working as an 

agent and co-worker of foreigners who always want to have their sway on third world.

Mr. Hart was involved in an effort to revive the operations of the Coca-Cola Company, 

which was expelled from the country in 1977. In 1976 Rudyard Hart was named the Marketing 

Director of Coke for India. Coke had opened its first plant in 1950. Late 79 there were 22 plants 

with about 200000 distributors selling about 35 million cases of coke a year in India. Hart plans 

that India is a country with a middle class about a hundred million strong and one could not get 

each of them to drink just one small coke a week? He argued that with the right approach they 

should be selling 200 million cases in India, not 35 million.

Tharoor's Show Business has been about the life of Ashok Banjara. “His second novel, 

Show Business (1991), with its light-hearted satire of the Bollywood film industry, is also a more 

trenchant indictment of corruption in Indian public life” (Skinner, 2003). This novel deals with 

Ashok's life, bollywood career and his career as a politician. Tharoor too shows how Indians 

have impact of western culture. Indian culture is pious, Indians believe in ancient culture where 

women have good regards whether she is sister, wife, or daughter of anyone. In Indian culture, it 

is not allowed to talk freely about sex and virginity with a woman. Shashi Tharoor has presented 

Ashok Banjara and bollywood which talk about love and sex freely and whatever happens in 

bollywood is business. In films and shows, openness of heroine is presented which is not allowed 

in Indian culture. This is neo-colonialism which is represented through this novel. The western 

culture has impact on Indian culture, when the European culture and Indian culture got mixed up, 

it resulted bollywood scene. This novel is a satire on public life, the audience and the people who 

watch such movies have also been satirized as they watch such movies which are far away from 

our culture. The neo-colonialism is applicable here in this novel too.  “The film business show 

business. A few basic themes tackled in films are love, sex, arranged marriage, adultery, 

exploitation corruption, criminality and mendacity” (Haibatpure, 2015). Tharoor has tried to 

show how Indian people have been modernized and have no fear to talk freely about sex, love, 
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adultery etc.

In Riot, Tharoor has presented how “British also showed a political disunity rooted in 

sectarianism that India had never experienced before in its long and tumultuous history” 

(Prasanth and Alex, 2016). It was British, who left the roots of hatred, sectarianism, 

radicalization, in India among the different sects of the people. They did not want India to be 

united and one nation. They wanted to divide it which would suit their purpose. “Tharoor's 

second novel Show Business explores the nuances of Indian cinema and its nexus with the 

political machinery in the post Independent India during the 1970s.” (Prasanth and Alex, 2016) It 

was British influence on Indian culture which has been seen in this novel. British wanted to 

manipulate Indian culture which had been rich culture. They wanted to destroy this culture. The 

same has been seen in our Bollywood where western culture has been followed and 

entertainment has been made the source of business and making money. Though British don't 

rule directly on us, but the fact can't be denied that they rule in our minds through the new form of 

colonialism that is neo-colonialism. Tharoor is acquainted with the “Tharoor promotes social,  

cultural  and  political  interests  and rights  of  women through  the  character  of  Pricilla hart 

who relentlessly  campaigns  on  issues  such  as  reproductive  rights, domestic violence, 

discrimination and sexual objectification of women”(Sher Haidar, 2020). 

In both Show Business and Riot, we see the cultural, social and economical change and 

the influence of the western culture in Indian culture. The culture of India before the advent of 

British in India had been different from the culture of India after the advent of British in India as 

there has been influence of British rule after they arrived in India. Before 1600, Indian culture 

had been pure Indian, and the people of Indian princely states would follow the culture according 

to Vedas, and ancient texts and some would follow Muslim culture. The reading of Sanskrit and 

Indian provincial languages had been prevalent in Indian education system at that time. When 

British came in India, they enforced English Language in India and started focusing more on 

English Languages. Besides Indian language, they spread Christian missionaries in India and 

Indian culture got mixed up with various cultures. The purity in Indian culture got lost with the 

entry of British in India. From that time the influence of British culture in India has been seen. In 

fact, the impact has been seen in education more than in any other field. “The educational 

histories of England and India constitute a common history invariably communicated the 

erroneous impression that the functions of education remain constant regardless of context.” 

(Viswanathan, 2014).

“While post colonialism is a term that has been used primarily in discussions of 

the geographical areas of the former colonies of the British, French, German, and 

Portuguese empires, today, the term has turned out to have relevance in a much 
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wider context. At least three-quarters of the world's population has been affected 

by colonialism and its aftermath. In their influential The Empire Writes Back, 

Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffith, and Helen Tiffin argue that any culture affected by 

colonization can be seen as part of a postcolonial geography, which would mean 

that the United States could be included among postcolonial countries, 

something other critics have regarded with more skepticism” (W. Shands)

Whatever effects had been laid by colonialism on the colonized can be read in post-

colonial literature. Neocolonialism is not a vast area like post-colonial literature but it is in 

developing stage. It is a sub-area which has not fully developed yet. It should be taken into 

consideration that the western powers still control the third world by their multinational 

companies, brands, culture and language. It has become the need of the hour to take it seriously 

and be aware of it and start Swedishi in order to end the western domination in the world market. 

Their culture, language and brands are getting world attention and are being followed by the 

world including the decolonized countries as they don't have a good competitor. Unless and until 

the third world will give value to their own goods, language, and culture and promote it in the 

world the third world will remain continue in the domination of the western powers. 

In colonial phase, the western powers would rule directly on the colonized where they 

would exploit the colonized materially; thereafter, came decolonization phase where we could 

see that the colonized resisted and expelled the colonizers from their countries and got freedom 

from them. After decolonization phase, there has been neo-colonization phase, where the 

western powers rule indirectly on the former colonized countries. They indirectly impose, their 

language, culture, style on the colonized and the colonized unknowingly follow this. This neo-

colonization has been seen in the third world where the European countries do more and more 

investment and promote their brand there. The credit of brand and work goes to the owners and 

the workers where the company works don't get any credit. This creates a wide gap between the 

poor people and the rich people in the word. Shashi Tharoor has travelled a lot in abroad; he has a 

lot of experience of the foreign people. He knows their mindset, ideology and what the western 

people think about the third world. He knows that the western power still think that they are 

superior to the third world. They want to establish their sway over the third world by different 

means and “Neocolonialism” is one of the ways to do the same.

To conclude, through the above discussions, it has been proved that the theory of 

neocolonialism propounded by Nkrumah is applicable in Shashi Tharoor's Riot and Show 

Business. There are some scenes in these novels which depict that there has been influence of 

British on Indian culture, language and style which is reflected in these two novels. Though India 

is a fast developing country but the impact of the colonizers' has been evident here. We follow 
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unknowingly western powers which result to meet their wishes and they culturally dominate us 

and we give them regards. Hence, we can't deny the fact that India too falls in neo-colonialism 

age.
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 Role of translation in personal growth and personal change 

        Dr.Kirti Harkare
        Pandit Bachchharaj Vyas 
        Vidyalaya Nagpur
Introduction 
 In history of literature, many illiterates had written valuable work in 4000 languages yet only 
hundred also can be translated in automated tools such as Google translate. But Verses 
autobiography on many novels in local languages can be a best vehicle for social change, social 
mobilization, social reconstruction and beyond that most important for mental change in human 
being. The work done in history by many saints provide a tool for understanding the people. 
Translation also plays a role in extending the scope of language and reframing the boundaries of 
sayable. It also enables the weaker sections of society to be heard as they can speak in their own 
dialect on languages and get translated into other languages that are more widely spoken and 
understood. 
The Importance of Translation: 
 The multiplicity of languages imposes on us the need for translation. Translation, 
written or oral is a universal human activity that is as old as language itself. We consider the translator 
as someone who. reproduces the message to create the same effect as the original message in the 
target language reader/listener. Language is known as an instrument of communication. Man uses 
language to reach others to transmit a message. In doing that, man must have access to signs and 
other elements of speech that will help him to be understood. The need for translation comes directly 
from the need for communication. 
 Translation plays a unifying role in our societies. It is through translation that ideas of 
different societies are sent. across to other societies. Translation is therefore indispensable in life 
because it helps solve the problem of misunderstanding by causing linguistic barriers and their 
effects to disappear. Infect, to summaries the great importance of translation Ajunwa (1991:91), [2], 
describes the importance of translation saying: "translation performs a wide range of useful 
functions. To start with, it cuts across cultural and linguistic barriers, thereby bringing about mutual 
understanding and international co-operation among peoples of the world. Continuing, he 
highlights the importance of translation as follows: 
 Translation has become a significant instrument for the spreading of materials, linguistic, 
political, economic, religious, and other forms of Culture. In a multilingual nation state such as 
Nigeria or Senegal, translation has come to acquire another role functioning as an instrument of 
political consciousness and national unity. 
 Translation has resulted in and continues to bring about the semantic syntactic enrichment of 
many languages through the process of loaning and naturalization. It is the instrument for the 
transmission of great thinking as it was through translation that ideological, philosophical, 
economic, and political thinking of great minds such as Plato, Aristotle, Voltaire, and Montesquieu 
were made accessible to different peoples of the world today. It is the instrument for the 
dissemination of scientific and technological information. 
 Pedagogically speaking, translation plays a vital role especially in the teaching of foreign 
languages [2]. 
From the above, one can see that translation has a very vital role to play in our world and as B. J. 
Chutte (2001:344), 
 In 21st century the role of translation has become more significant. National education 
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policy introduced in India also focuses the importance of translation in teaching and learning 
process. Multilingualism is increasingly becoming a significant phenomenon all over the world 
knowing more than one language increases the scope for wider communication. At the same time, the 
growing interest in the maintenance and revival of many languages among their speakers provides an 
additional impetus for the development of human mind. In India the child's mind is purified with the 
help of Sanskrit shloka though it is not the mother tongue, and it is really prove that versus in shlokas 
in Sanskrit has power of transformation of mind. India has rich traditional religious and spiritual 
literature in many languages. India indeed is a big platform for various languages and rich store 
house of religious culture explained in local languages. The work done by many writers specifically 
the saints of India is an asset for their spiritual growth and soul transformation. This is an attempt to 
reveal the importance of translation of especially spiritual literature of India in transformation of 
universal mind. 

Personal growth and personal change 
 Personal growth is an ongoing process that starts from an early age but mostly shaped by 
parents, teachers, and the environment. Many books, articles, workshops, and coaches teaching 
personal growth and personal change. It is a process which starts from the moment of birth of human 
being. Amazingly simple and useful method for personal growth is to look at your behavior and your 
life with open and unbiased mind. This will show you what changes you need to make in yourself and 
in your life. In other words, it is a process of spiritual growth that last till the end of life. It is a process 
of active learning and developing new skills long after formal education has been completed. 
 There can be no universal strategy for personal growth and development as each person is an 
individual. If we go through the theory of transactional analysis by Eric berne it reveals the three 
compartments of mind parent child and adult to bring the balance in between these compartments our 
sends like Dnyaneshwar, Tukaram and Bahinabai had created a very pure platform to bring change in 
personality. 
What Is Personal Growth? 
This term refers to various techniques for improving one's habits, behavior, actions, and reactions. 
Here are a few examples to clarify what is personal growth: 
� • Learning to control anger. 

� • Learning to overcome procrastination. 

� • Learning to overcome laziness. 

� • Learning to be more polite and considerate 

� • Becoming a more responsible person 

� • Learning new things and developing new skills 

� • Changing your mindset and becoming more positive 

 Successful personal growth requires motivation, the desire to improve, and the willingness 
to strive to make changes. Personal growth is not perfection nor a destination. It is not about being 
better than everyone else. Momentary, meaning it only benefits you in the moment. Personal growth 
is not just about you or for you. I noticed a response to the question about personal growth said this: 
"Realizing your faults and taking an initiative to change this. "There were many others like this 
response as well. 
 Personal growth is not just about "fixing" yourself or recognizing your weaknesses. It is also 
about loving and accepting yourself wholly and unconditionally. Recognizing your strengths and 
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appreciating them. Personal growth is about improving, whether it is a weakness or a strength. It is 
about being grateful for who you are and what you do, what you contribute to the world. Recognizing 
your faults, things you do not like about yourself, your mistakes, your weakness and instead of 
ignoring them or beating yourself up for them, it is about accepting them and loving yourself 
regardless. Loving yourself is not narcissism though, and it is not even confidence. It is about being 
on your own side. It is about being a friend to yourself. Sometimes personal growth does not 
necessarily mean changing certain weaknesses and things you do not like about yourself. It can 
sometimes be about changing how you see those things about yourself. 
 Eric Berne was a pioneer in the field of psychiatry. He suggested a simplified version of 
mental representation of self and other relative behaviors to fulfill the complementary role. He 
developed a new theory for development of soul and give remedial approach. He was one of 
Sigmund Freud's students, developed a new theory of personality and systematic psychotherapy for 
personal growth and personal change. He used Freud's ideas of the id, ego, and superego to develop 
an easily accessible formulation of how the mind works. 

Definitions of Transactional Analysis: 
 Transactional Analysis seeks to identify what goes wrong in communication and provide 
opportunities for individuals to change repetitive patterns that limit their potential. It encourages 
individuals to analyze previous decisions they have made to understand the direction and patterns of 
their life for themselves. Thus, it indicates that human mind can be molded in a right direction. 

Philosophy of Transactional Analysis 
 Transactional Analysis is a humanistic social psychology. The underlying philosophical 
assumptions that form TA's foundational principles are: 
 ● People can be responsible for their choices and thoughts. 
 ● People are OK, worthwhile, and deserve to be treated with dignity. 
 ● People make decisions about their lives. 
 ● People can change. 
 
 The general Goal of Transactional Analysis which Eric Berne defined as the recovery of 
three human capacities: Spontaneity, Awareness, and Intimacy. 
 Berne devised the concept of ego states to help explain how we are made up, and how we 
relate to others. These are drawn as three stacked circles and they are one of the building blocks of 
Transactional Analysis. They categories the ways we think. Each ego state is given a capital letter to 
denote the difference between actual parents, adults, and children. TA involves using knowledge and 
skills to recognize frames of mind; and from this to adopt a frame of mind that determines whether 
the transaction (i.e., communication, what the sender sends and what the receiver hears) is to be 
effective, ineffective, business like or a crossed transaction leading to a misunderstanding. 
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Every human being can introspect and bring balance between above all egos with the help of Indian 
literature which can bring transformation of universal mind. 

Importance of Indian literature in translation 
 Translation has helped knit India together as a nation throughout her history. It brought, and 
still brings languages closer to one another and introduces to one another diverse modes of 
imagination and perception and various regional cultures thus linking lands and communities 
together. Ideas and concepts like 'Indian literature' 'Indian culture' 'Indian philosophy' and 'Indian 
knowledge systems' would have been impossible in the absence of translations with their natural 
integrationist mission. 

 Indian literature is founded on the free translations and adaptations of epics like Ramayana 
and Mahabharata. Up to the nineteenth century our literature consisted only of translations, 
adaptations, interpretations, and retellings. Translations of literary works as well as knowledge-
texts: discourses on medicine, astronomy, metallurgy, travel, shipbuilding, architecture, philosophy, 
religion and poetics from Sanskrit, Pali, Prakrit, Persian and Arabic had kept our cultural scene 
vibrant and enriched our awareness of the world for long. Most of our ancient writers were 
multilingual: Kalidas's Shakuntala has Sanskrit and Prakrit; poets like Kabir, Meerabai, Guru Nanak, 
Namdev and others each composed their songs and poems in more than one language. 
 Translating a book allows other people who will otherwise be isolated through language to 
learn more about other cultures. A book reflects the values, ideas, and thoughts of the author and 
possibly his community. When you read a translated book, you get to understand the actions, 
principles, traditions, and thoughts of the people from another location. Without translation, people 
are deprived of other cultures' accumulated wisdom and ancient knowledge. Literary translation 
opens the door to a vast arsenal of literature that is traditionally unavailable to a far larger number of 
people. 
 When translating a book, recreating the original presents a big challenge since each language 
has its own distinct characteristics and features. It is difficult to keep a balance between what needs to 
be represented correctly and what must be understood, which will depend mainly on the right choice 
of words without diverging from the author's main context. 

Transformation of mind with the help of translation of spiritual literature 
 Human mind it is always overloaded with fear of something like that death, relationship, 
wealth, insecurity even of old age. The universe is encircled with fright or fear. Shree Santa Ramdas 
Swami was an Indian saint, social reformer, philosopher, poet, writer, spiritual master and beyond all 
he was psychological mentor of every universal common human being. In 1608 he wrote a small 
book containing 205 verses i.e., 'Manache shloka' which means 'A dialogue with your mind 'written 
only in overnight. It is in form of psychological therapy that tries to cure the disturbed mind. Every 
verse portrait the internal ego system. It is a conversation within your internal mind with your God. 
You can replace your own religion or you can converse with your own mind. Mind is born with fear, 
myth and suspicion and every verse effectively removes the storm created by these enemies. Every 
verse contains four lines, and this is an analysis of group of five verses together to get psychological 
remedy for every disturbed and unsecured mind on universe. As proclaimed by Eric Berne, human 
mind is made up of three egos i.e., child, parent and adult ego. As name suggests, every ego expresses 
the same feelings of human mind. Shree Ramdas Swami also focuses the similar theory of human 
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mind through his verse. He analyses personal relationships and interactions in terms of conflicting or 
ego states that corresponds to the role of parent, child, and adult. In other words, he has proclaimed a 
religious theory of personal growth and personal change. 
Valuable words of Shri Sant Ramdas Swami for transformation of mind: 

 Shri Santa Ramdas Swami begins his first verse with prayer of universal almighty God. He 
honestly believes that this universal power is the source of creative energy as well as mother of all 
thoughts and melodious words coming in the mind. Thus, Ramdas Swami feels that we should accept 
that this spiritual power is ruling everywhere and even it is controlling the 'honest soul' of human 
being. 
 This realization will bring transformation of mind. The soul will travel from intense 
possessiveness to internal presence of God. Man should always indulge in remembrance of God. The 
whole activity should not be done just physically but whole heartedly. Then only man can identify his 
moral path of real life. Hence if we start our day accepting the presence of mighty God and 
contemplating the name of almighty, He will help us to discriminate the good and bad in the society. 
The contemplation of name of almighty will offer you protective shield to fight against all negative 
thoughts. In psychological approach, if man surrenders God, he can easily balance the three ego 
states Child, parent and adult focused by Eric Berne in his psychological therapy. 
 In other words, the door of negative thoughts while conducting internal conversation will be 
closed for ever. Vasana means passion of negative and positive efforts always result in action. But 
while selecting the right passion, all the internal egos fight to bring chaos. In this situation, only the 
faith religious power can save the man to reduce the chaos in internal mind. 
 Shree Ramdas Swami is trying to change the natural attitude of human mind. He knows mind 
is like a source of transportation to reach the ultimate destination of God. But while traveling 
throughout the journey of life, the interface of human mind is always controlled by six enemies i.e. 
lust, anger, greed, arrogance, delusion and. These powerful enemies always try to prevent man from 
attaining Moksha. The internal courage only can fight and kill these enemies if man forgets and burn 
self-ego and honestly accepts the presence and power of almighty. As it is most valuable destination, 
man must work hard to fight against all these six enemies with spiritual courage. In war we know 
various stories to fight your enemies. But in case of these internal enemies of mind, we must gather 
spiritual courage and burn self-ego honestly. While going through, we should never neglect our 
responsibilities of day-to-day life. 
 At the same time, we should achieve enlightenment and self-knowledge. Man should 
indulge himself in finding out the answer of 'who I am and why I am here?' Let the awareness of the 
identity of the soul be the prime quest of our life. Like a piece of sandal, we should work hard for 
others and should become cool, fragrant, and spiritual. Perseverance and sanity are the two valuable 
jells of human mind which only can protect it to remain pure. We should keep our soul on the feet of 
God and whatever offered by God may be happiness or sorrow accept it as the treasures of life. 

Spiritual power that can change human mind. 
 Everybody is struggling for happiness, satisfaction, and pleasure. But the truth is that 
whenever we search these jewels, we fail to find it in every attempt. Through these verses the saint 
has tried to tell us that our destiny decides our destination of happiness. If we successfully enrich our 
destiny by keeping our soul on the feet of almighty, we might reach the destination easily. In other 
words, while doing our responsibilities and hard work, we must keep our inner soul busy in 
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contemplation of name of almighty. All this will result in growth of human mind and he can digest all 
the calamities as god's grace very happily like a log floating on forcefully rushing water. Life of 
human being is very uncertain. Really destiny is undefined power ruling on earth. Very few 
calamities can be predicted and can be managed by human being. We all know Newton's law of 
action. i.e. every action is equal to reaction. We will get the action in the form of reaction. Thus, 
destiny is indirectly in the hands of human who can sanctify the action in the river of ever flowing 
nomenclature of almighty. 
 As proclaimed by many psychologist verses written in in local languages of India 
particularly spiritual versus help human being to analyze personal relationship and interactions in 
terms of conflicting all ego states that correspond to the role of parent child and adult. Researcher 
finds many psychological modern theories in the literature of many saints who indirectly helped 
every universal soul to introspect and self-examine and bring the right change. 

Conclusion: 
 It is the instrument for the transmission of great thinking as it was through translation that 
ideological, philosophical, economic, and political thinking of great minds such as Plato, Aristotle, 
Voltaire, and Montesquieu were made accessible to different peoples of the world today. In the same 
way Indian literates of ancient history had written number of philosophical books in remarkably 
simple language for common folk of every country. It is the best source for personal growth and 
personal change if it is translated in universal language. 
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ABSTRACT
The present research paper is an attempt to analyse and explain the process of translation that is 
to explain the factor of culture in the translation and the transliteration of proper nouns and some 
changes occur in proper nouns with the help of appropriate examples from the autobiography 
Baluta. This research paper is also an attempt to explain the omissions with the help of 
appropriate examples from Baluta. This research paper is also an attempt to explain the various 
theories of translation. This theoretical background to translation helps for the analysis of the 
translation process of Baluta as Baluta. The source text is Baluta has written by Daya Pawar in 
Marathi. The target text is Baluta. The autobiography Baluta has translated by Jerry Pinto in 
English. The present research paper contains three parts. The first part contains information 
about various theories of translation. For example J. C. Catford in his essay A Linguistic Theory 
of Translation has explained the cultural untranslatability. The word bhakri or mangalsutra is 
present in Marathi language but this word does not get equivalent word in English because of 
cultural difference. The second part contains analysis of translation process of Baluta. Final part 
of research paper is conclusion.

Keywords: Transliteration, omission, Source Text, Target Text, Cultural Untranslatability, et 
cetera. 

Some Theories of Translation

Translation is a complex process that demands linguistic competence, knowledge of source 

language culture and target language culture and practice or experience. Catford (1978) in his A 

Linguistic Theory of Translation describes the transliteration: “In transliteration, SL 

grapholgical units are replaced by TL graphological units; but these are not translation 

equivalents, since they are not selected on the basis of relationship to the same graphic 
  substance” (p.66). Translators use the transliteration for the transfer of proper noun because 

many proper nouns are untranslatable. But these proper nouns can be 'transfered' from source 

language to target language. In the English Translation of the autobiography Baluta Jerry Pinto 

has used the transliteration for proper noun. The information about how Jerry Pinto used 

transliteration in Baluta is given in the next part analysis.

Shuttleworth Mark and Cowie Moira (2004) have given the definition of transcription in their 

Dictionary of Translation Studies. Transcription is “A general term used to refer to a type of 
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interlingual transfer in which the forms of the original (e.g. sounds, letters or words) are 
  preserved unchanged in TT”(p.175).Transcription generally refers to a type of transfer between 

two different languages. In transcription sounds, letters or words are unchanged in the target 

language or target text. In transcription the form is preserved rather than the meaning. So 

transliteration is different from transcription. Jakobson Roman in his On Linguistic Aspects of 

Translation states the three types of translation. Roman Jacobson's (2000) three types of 

translation: 1. “Intralingual translation or rewording” 2. “Interlingual translation or translation 

proper”  3. “Intersemiotic translation or transmutation” (p.114).  

Jakobson (2000) in his On Linguistic Aspects of Translation also states about the intralingual 

translation: “The intralingual translation of a word uses either another, more or less 
 synonymous, word or resorts to a circumlocution” (p.114). Intralingual translation means 

translation in same language. This translation is an interpretation in the same language by using 

the synonymous words. In intralingual translation there should be appropriate word or 

equivalent word. But sometimes there is no equivalent word. To understand this Roman 

Jakobson provides the example 'celibate is a person who is not married and not having physical 

relationship or sex' (Hornby, 2005, p.236). Bachelor is a man who has never been married but 

bachelor person in future can marry. Celibate cannot marry throughout the life. So bachelor is 

not a complete synonym for celibate. This is the difficulty in the intralingual translation.

 Jakobson (2000) in his On Linguistic Aspects of Translation defines the interlingual translation: 

“Interlingual translation or translation proper is an interpretation of verbal signs by means of 
 some other language” (p.114). Interlingual translation is translation between two different 

languages that is it is bilingual translation. In Interlingual translation sometimes the translator 

does not get equivalent word in the target language because of the difference between two 

languages for example the Russian word Счр and the English word cheese are not completely 

same. Cheese is “a type of food made from milk that can be either soft or hard” (Hornby, 2005, 

p.253).This cheese is generally white or yellow in colour. Jakobson (2000) in his essay On 

Linguistic Aspects of Translation has given the meaning of Russian word Счр: “In standard 

Russian, the food made of pressed curds is called Счр only if ferment is used” (p. 114). The 

action of YEAST or bacteria for chemical change is important for making Счр. 

Sapre (1997) in his Bhashantarachi Sanskrutik Sapekshata (Cultural Relativity of Translation) 

says that 'The original literary language in which a literary text has written is called as source 

language. The literary text is translated in other language and this language of translated text is 
  called as target language' (p.29).(Translation Mine).The original literary text has written by an 

author in specific language and this language of literary text is related to specific culture. The 

translator has to think about how to translate a text because of cultural untranslatability. 
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Nida (2000) in his Principles of Correspondence states: “The total impact of a translation may be 

reasonably close to the original, but there can be no identity in detail” (p.126). Eugene Nida says 

that one language always differ from another language. No two languages are similar in every 

detail so one language can not exactly match to another language. For example English language 

is different from Marathi language. There are so many reasons why English language is different 

from Marathi language. For example the sentence structure of English language is different from 

the sentence structure of the Marathi language. Sentence structure of English language is subject 

+ verb + object and the sentence structure of Marathi language is subject + object+ verb .Marathi 

language is different from English language because of cultural difference. In Marathi language 

there are some cultural words which do not exist in English language and vice-versa. Because of 

the language difference the translator cannot translate the text exactly from source language to 

target language. Some time translated text seems close to the original text but if commentator 

observes or analyse the translated text, the commentator or reader comes to know that translated 

text or target text differs from source text.

He also says that, some translated texts are very similar to the original text but in such translated 

text the translator provides footnote or end note etc. These translated texts are similar to the 

original text in terms of its formal correspondence and meaning.  Jakobson Roman (2000) 

begins his essay On Linguistic Aspects of Translation with the statement of Bertrand Russell: 

ACCORDING TO BERTRAND RUSSELL, “no one can understand the word 'Cheese' unless 

he has a nonlinguistic acquaintance with Cheese” (p.113). In certain culture if a cheese like 

substance does not exist, the person who belongs to this culture cannot understand the meaning 

of cheese. In such situation he/she should know at least the meaning of cheese that is cheese is a 

food made from pressed curds which can be soft or hard. He/she should be familiar with curd or 

has a linguistic acquaintance with the word 'curds.' This is also one main problem in translation 

proper or interlingual translation. In interlingual translation if such a word which exists in source 

language culture but this word does not exist in target language culture, the translation of the text 

from source language into target language is difficult. 
Munday Jeremy (2008) in his book Introducing Translation Studies States: “The term 
translation itself has several meanings: it can refer to the general subject field, the product (the 
text that has been translated) or the process (the act of producing the translation, otherwise 
known as translating)” (p.5). The term translation has several meanings as product and as 
process. Here product means the translated text and process means the act of doing translation or 
one can say translating. The process of translation between two different written languages 
corresponds to interlingual translation or translation proper. This translation proper is one of the 
three types of translation which has told by Roman Jakobson in his seminal paper On Linguistic 
Aspects of Translation. Roman Jacobson's three categories of translation are intralingual 
translation or rewording, interlingual translation or translation proper and intersemiotic 
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translation or transmutation. These three types of translation have described above. I have tried to 
study the process of translation of selected text. That is the study of translation process of Baluta as 
Baluta.
Bassnet Susan (2002) in her book Translation Studies supports the view: “Language, then, is the 
heart within the body of culture, and it is the interaction between the two that results in the 
continuation of life-energy” (p.23). Language can exist if it is steeped in the context of culture. Any 
language contains many cultural words. For example in Marathi language there is word 
mangalsutra. Mangalsutra is the symbol of woman's marriage in Maharashtrian culture and also in 
Indian culture. If the woman wears the mangalsutra in Maharashtra, anybody can come to know that 
she is the married woman. The word mangalsutra exists in the Marathi language but it does not exist 
in English language because of cultural difference. The English culture is different from the 
Maharashtrian culture. In Marathi language there are some words which are related to the 
Maharashtrian culture. So if language is steeped in the context of culture, the language has existence. 
Culture also has the structure of natural language so culture can exist. One can express the cultural 
words and culture with the help of language. Culture and language are interdependent. The translator 
should know the culture of source language as well as target language for the translation of the text. 

 Steiner (1998) in his After Babel Aspects of Language and Translation states: “The hermeneutic 
 motion, the act of elicitation and appropriative transfer of meaning, is fourfold” (p.312). George 

Steiner told the four stages of translation process. These four stages are trust, aggression, 

incorporation and restitution or compensation. These four stages are as follows:

1) Trust: Initially the translator has trust that there is something in the source text to understand 

so that the translator can transfer the meaning from source text to target text. But this trust of 

translator can never be final. This trust is betrayed. Sometimes translator can feel that there is nothing 

to understand so that translator cannot transfer the meaning from source text to target text. Concrete 

poetry and nonsense rhymes are deliberately insignificant or lexically non-communicative so these 

are untranslatable. Trust can be tested in the process of translation and language acquisition.      

2) Aggression: Aggression means the extractive process of the translator. The translator should 

obtain something from the source text as like the extraction of Salt from the sea. The comprehension 

of translator is cognitive and like taking ingestion. The comprehension of translator should be very 

thorough or complete.

3) Incorporation: Where the native matrix is mature, the importation will enrich and it will 

find a proper locale. If translator takes the risk of transformation of meaning from source text into 

target text, cultural ensemble imports. There are also translators who do not create anything original. 

In the process of translation the import of meaning is not created in a Vacuum.

4) Compensation: The hermeneutic motion is incomplete if it lacks the compensation. The 

transformation of meaning increases the importance of ST. No such original text again exists in the 

receptor language. So this transfer of meaning cannot be perfect translation. But in the hermeneutic 

process the target text should have the equity with the Source text.  Steiner also says that fidelity is 

morally ethical but it is also economic the ideally transfer of ethical meaning without loss. So 
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translation can be entropy.

 Catford (1978) in his essay A Linguistic Theory of Translation explains the cultural 

untranslatability: 

What appears to be a quite different problem arises, however, when a situational feature, 

functionally relevant for the SL text, is completely absent from the culture of which the 

TL is a part. This may lead to what we have called cultural untranslatability. This type of 

untranslatability is usually less 'absolute' than linguistic untranslatability (p.99).

 In translation process sometimes, the translator does not get the appropriate cultural 

word in target text because of the difference between the culture of source language and target 

language. For example the word dashmi is present in Marathi language but this word is absent in 

English language because of cultural difference. When such objects exist in source language 

culture but are absent in target language culture, there is cultural untranslatability.

Analysis of the Translation Process of Baluta ; Baluta
This analysis of the process of translation of the Marathi autobiography Baluta as Baluta is based 

on the above translation theory. The autobiography Baluta has written by Daya Pawar in 

Marathi. Baluta has translated by Jerry Pinto in English and entitled as Baluta. Baluta was the 

first Dalit autobiography which has written and published in Marathi. In Baluta Daya Pawar has 

depicted the affliction and sufferings of Dalit people.  

Transliteration of Proper Nouns and Some Changes Occur in Proper Nouns:
In Baluta Jerry Pinto has used the transliteration for proper nouns. For example, Pawar (2007) in 

his Baluta has written as: “Aata he bagh na. Maz naav 'Dagdu' he tu visrunach gelas. Mihi 

visarloy. Aajahi Shalechya dakhlyavar tula te disel ” (p.3). Pinto (2015) has translated this in the 

English translation of Baluta as: “Consider this: My real name is Dagdu;you've forgotten that, 

right? So have I. But that's the name you'll see in the school register” (p.4). Here the translator has 

done the transliteration of proper noun Dagdu as Dagdu. Pawar (2007) has written in Baluta as: 

“Aapan jya jaminichya tukadyavar janmala aalo, tithahi ashich naav. Kacharya, Dhondya , 

Satva , Jaba – ashi” (p.3). Pinto (2015) has translated this in Baluta as: “It smacks of a clod on 

which a clod was born. Look at our nicknames – Kachrya, which conjures up dirt; Dhondya, 

which suggests stones” (pp.4-5).The translator has done the transliteration of proper noun 

Kachrya as Kachrya and he also has given the meaning of word Kachrya as dirt. He has done the 

transliteration of proper noun Dhondya as Dhondya and he also has told the meaning of Dhondya 

as stone. The translator has omitted the proper nouns Satva and Jaba.

  Pawar (2007) has written in Baluta as: “Kuni ekhadya maten aavadin Gautam thevaych aani 

tyach lagech 'Gavatya' hoych hi parampara” (p.3). The translator Jerry Pinto (2015) has 

translated this in the English translation of Baluta as: “If by some chance someone were to name 

his child Gautam, it should be shortened to Gavtya” (p.4-5). He has done the transliteration of 

proper nouns Gautam as Gautam and Gavtya as Gavtya. Pawar Daya (2007) in his Baluta has 

written as: “Mala he nav aavadat nahi, he pahun vargatil mul D.M. mhanat. Kuni mitra ghari 
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aala aani vicharl, tar Aaji daratun sangaychi, “Dyaam gharat nahi”” (pp.4-5). Pinto Jerry 

(2015) has translated this in the English translation of Baluta as: “Since I didn't like my name, my 

classmates began to call me DM. If one of them came home and asked for me, Aaji, my 

grandmother, would stand at the door and say, 'Dyam is not at home.'” (p.6). Here he has used 

Aaji for Aaji and also told the meaning of Aaji as grandmother. Foreign reader who does not 

know Marathi language understands that Aaji means grandmother. He has used transliteration 

for proper noun Dyaam as Dyaam. Daya Pawar (2007) in his Baluta has written as: “Aamachya 

kholi shejarich aajichya thorlya bahinichi char kartabgar mul rahat hoti. Mazya sakhkhya 

chultyach nav Jaba, tar mavaschultyanchi nav Rabha, Naba, Shiva ani Kaba ashi hoti” (p.6). 

Pinto Jerry (2015) has translates this in the English Translation of Baluta as: “Next to us lived 

Aaji's elder sister's four children. One of my uncles was called Jaba; my cousins were Rhaba, 

Naba, Shiva and Kaba” (p.9). He has done the transliteration of proper nouns Jaba as Jaba, Rhaba 

as Rabha, Naba as Naba, Shiva as Shiva and Kaba as Kaba. He has used Aaji for Aaji. Before this 

he has also given meaning of Aaji as grandmother. Pawar (2007) has written in Baluta as: 

“Lahanpani aai sangaychi, leka, tuzya aadhi daha-pandhara lekar matiaad lotali. Lekaru 

jagana. Navassayas kel. Tu jalamlas, tava kuni tari mhanal, 'dagad, dhonda, naav thiva. Lekaru 

jagal” (p.3). 

  Pinto (2015) has translated this in the English translation of Baluta as: 

WHEN I WAS a child, Aai would say, 'Child, I had ten or fifteen other children whom I 

stuffed into the earth. My babies just kept dying. I asked for boon and when you were 

born someone advised me, “Just name him something like Dagad or Donda. He'll 

live”'(p.6).

Here the translator has done the transliteration of proper noun Dagad as Dagad and Dhonda as 

Donda. Here Jerry Pinto made a slight change in the proper noun Dhonda that is he used Donda 

instead of Dhonda. So here it should be Dhonda and not Donda. These names Dagad and Dhonda 

indicate here something. 

Omission:
Jerry Pinto has omitted some sentences for example Pawar (2007) in his Baluta has written as: 
“Olkhichya Sahebanni tichyavar meherbani keli hoti. Saheb lokanchi kutri tith 
aushadhopcharakarita yet.Kutryana dudh paaj, tyanchi vishtha kadh.Tyana sabnan aanghol 
ghal-hi tichi kaam”(p.6). Pinto (2015) has translated this in the English translation of Baluta as: 
“A sahib who knew her had done her this favour. She had to feed the dogs, clean their shit and 
wash them” (p.10). Here the translator has omitted 'saheb lokanchi kutri tith 
aushadhopcharakarita yet'. Pawar (2007) in his Baluta has written as: “Aapalya pudhil 
aayushyat hya kagdashich aapali gath padnar ahe, yachi janiv tyaveli kasha yavi? 
Kavakhanyatil sarvanna matra rakheshivay kahich milal nahi. Gunjbhar sonyach naav 
nako”(p.12). Pinto (2015) has translated this in the English translation of Baluta as: “I could 
have had no idea then that my life would be enjoined with paper. I was enrolled in the Nagpada 
Municipal School” (p.21). Here he has made omission of 'Kavakhanyatil sarvanna matra 
rakheshivay kahich milal nahi. Gunjbhar sonyach naav nako.' 

 Pawar (2007) in his Baluta has written as: “Tar kay sangat hoyo – Dadanch kam. Te kahi skilled 
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worker navte. Eka mothya bhattipashi baslale pahile” (p.13). Pinto (2015) has translated this in 

English translation of Baluta as: What was I saying? Yes, my father's job. I saw him sitting next to 

a huge furnance (p.23). Here the translator has made omission of 'te kahi skilled worker navate.'

The Factor of Culture in the Translation:
 Pawar (2007) in his Baluta has written as: “Tya kalat goditil eka ghatnen kamgarat changlach 

asantosh petla hota.Getchya darvajyapashi ek kamgar madhalya suttit fadkyatil bhakri khat 

baslela” (p.13). Pinto (2015) has translated this in Baluta as: “At that time, an incident sparked 

off much discontentment among the workers. During the lunch break, a labourer was eating his 

bhakri” (p.22). Here the translator has translated bhakri as bhakri. The word bhakri does not have 

exact equivalent word in English. Here cultural untranslatability is observed. Pawar (2007) in his 

Baluta has written as: “Godit Dada kay kam karit hote, tyanna nemka pagar kay hota, he ata 

sangata yaych nahi. Pan ekda-donda kunabarobar tari tyanna bhakar gheun godit gelyach 

changal athavat” (p.12). Pinto (2015) has translated this in the English translation of Baluta as: 

“I can't tell what work he did at the docks or how much he was paid. But I have clear memories of 

going with someone to deliver his lunch” (p.22). Here he has translated bhakar as lunch 

according to the context. It is an appropriate transfer of meaning according to context. 

Pawar (2007) in his Baluta has written as: 'Navuvaari lugad nesaychi, ahevlen mhanun moth 

koonkoo lavaychi. Galyat matr nehmich kali pot. Kadhimadhi doral aani don-char sonyache 

mani' (p.14). Pinto (2015) has translated this in the English translation of Baluta as: “She would 

wear the nine-yard sari and since she was a married woman, a huge koonkoo mark on her 

forehead. Always, around her neck, a black string. Sometimes, a mangalsutra with a pendant and 

some gold beads” (pp.24-25). The translator has translated koonkoo as koonkoo mark on her 

forehead. Koonkoo is the symbol of marriage in Indian Culture. The translator should mention 

this in footnote or in glossary. The translator has translated kali pot as black string. Kali pot is the 

symbol of marriage in Maharashtrian culture or in Indian culture. The translator has translated 

doral as.a mangalsutra with a pendant. Mangalsutra is the symbol of marriage in Indian culture. 

He should mention the meaning of or information about Mangalsutra , kali-pot, koonkoo in 

footnote or in glossary. Foreign reader who does not know Marathi language and Indian culture 

cannot understand the meaning of koonkoo, kali-pot, mangalsutra. 

Conclusion:
In the English translation of the autobiography Baluta Jerry Pinto has used transliteration for 

proper nouns for example Dagdu-Dagdu, Gautam-Gautam, Gavtya-Gavtya, Dhondya-

Dhondya, Kacharya-Kachrya, et cetera. Sometimes, the translator has made the slight change in 

the proper noun for example he has used 'Donda' for 'Dhonda'. Jerry Pinto has omitted some 

sentences in the English translation of the autobiography Baluta. He has translated bhakri as 

bhakri. In English language there are no equivalent words for the words bhakri, kali pot and 

doral because of cultural difference. Sometimes the translator has translated bhakar as lunch 

according to the context. It is an appropriate transfer of meaning according to context.  He has 

tried to translate kali pot and doral. The translator should give meaning or information of words 
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which are related to specific culture in glossary or in footnote. So the foreign reader will have 

linguistic acquaintance of doral, bhakri, koonkoo, mangalsutra or of any word which are related 

to Indian culture or any culture. This research paper contains analysis and examples which are 

related to Indian Culture (Culture of India) but one can apply these theories of translation and this 

process of translation (Transliteration, omission and the factor of culture in the translation) to 

any book which can be related to any culture for example French culture (The culture of France), 

German culture (culture of Germany), Italian culture (culture of Italy), Russian culture (culture 

of Russia), et cetera.
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Abstract

Mrchhakatika (The Toy Cart) is the only extant play of Sudraka, though the authorship is 

disputed. It is also the only known play dealing with a married Brahmin's love for a courtesan. 

This Ten-Act play, portraying contemporary Hindu society, conforms to the edicts laid down by 

the sage Bharata in his authoritative treatise, Natyasastra, as a Prakarama. It has important 

characters from various strata of Hindu society rather than from solely the upper castes. It is the 

realistic and vivid presentation of these characters from diverse backgrounds that makes 

Mrchhakatika a microcosm of the Hindu society in Sudraka's time (first or second century BC).

Key words: Brahmin, Courtesan, Contemporary, Administration, Profession, Society

Sanskrit Drama, the earliest form of drama in India, began after the development of this 

genre in classical Greece and Rome but before the development of theater in other parts of Asia. 

Though it cannot be stated with any certainty, Sanskrit drama probably developed and evolved in 

Ujjayini, under the patronage of kings and merchants, and princes of that region. 'The city, which 

is considered to be the most ancient settlement of civilization, had wealthy class, cosmopolitan 

culture, cultivated audience belonging to a leisured class and with a splendid court and merchant 

guilds to provide patronage for the arts, would have been an ideal centre for the flowering of 

drama.' (Jain, Indian Theatre 54)

All literature in Sanskrit is classified into Drishya, meaning that can be seen or exhibited, 

and the Shravya, that can only be heard or recited. While poetry in all forms may be said to come 

under the Shravya, drama comes under Drishya. 'Drama in Sanskrit literature is covered under 

the broad umbrella of Rupaka, which means depiction of life in its various aspects represented in 

forms by actors who assume various roles (Manmohan Ghosh, Natyashashtra 37)'. 

Mrchhakatika has been translated as The Little Clay Cart by Arthur Williams Ryder (1905). It is 

the only known Sanskrit play to show a courtesan in love with a Brahmin. 

Charudatta, an impoverished but charitable and noble Brahmin of Ujjayini, meets the 

wealthy and educated courtesan Vasantasena during Vasantotsava at Cupid's shrine, and both of 
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them are drawn to each other. Their next meeting is on a pitch-dark night in Charudatta's house 

when Vasantasena is being pursued by the villainous brother-in-law of the king, Samsthanaka, 

and his men. She seeks refuge in Charudatta's dilapidated mansion. Since Charudatta doesn't 

even have money for oil to light a torch, he, along with his friend and confidant Maitreya, escorts 

Vasantasena to her house. His gentlemanly conduct impresses Vasantasena and she falls in love. 

But before she leaves, she employs a ruse in order to keep the channel of communication open 

with Charudatta by giving a casket of gold ornaments to him for safekeeping.

But when the casket is stolen one night by a Brahmin gambler-turned-burglar, 

Charudatta is distraught; his reputation is at stake. His wife Dhuta hands over her own jewel-

necklace to Maitreya to be given to the courtesan in lieu of her ornaments entrusted as a deposit 

to Charudatta. Maitreya grudgingly carries out the mission, telling Vasantasena that since his 

master has lost her ornaments in a game of gambling, he has sent the necklace in exchange of her 

ornaments (which far exceeds the ornaments in value). Vasantasena graciously accepts the 

necklace.

Meanwhile, the thief, wanting to buy his beloved Madanika's freedom from the 

courtesan, presents the same gold casket to Vasantasena, saying that it has been sent to her by the 

poor Brahmin as he can no longer safeguard it. An amused Vasantasena accepts the casket and 

sets her maid free. She also sends word to Charudatta, through Maitreya that she would visit him 

in the evening.

That evening she braves lashing rain, terrible storm and lightning to come to Charudatta's 

house in order to meet him. She lovingly addresses him as a "gambler" and their love is 

consummated. Charudatta leaves the next morning, leaving behind instructions that his servant 

should bring Vasantasena, in his carriage that evening to the Pushpakarandaka garden.

She gets up late that morning and sees Charudatta's son Rohasena in the quadrangle. 

Rohasena is crying. He refuses to play with the little clay cart that he has; he wants a golden toy 

cart because he has seen his friend in the neighbourhood playing with. But the maid Radanika 

sighs dejectedly and tells him:

Child, whence can we handle gold now?

When prosperity will come to your papa again, then you will play with a golden cart. 

(The Mrichchhakatika of Sudraka, Kale M.R. 71)

In order to amuse and divert him, Radanika takes Rohasena in the presence of 

Vasantasena. The courtesan is glad to see “the moonfaced” child, “even though his body is 
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unadorned with ornaments.” On learning that he is the son of “the worthy Charudatta”, 

Vasantasena asks the child to come and “embrace” her. She seats him in her lap and remarks: “He 

resembles his father in his beauty.” (73)

Her dormant maternal instincts are awakened and she asks Radanika why the child is 

crying, who explains: "He was playing with a small golden cart belonging to the son of a 

gentleman (literally, head of a house) who lives next door. And that was taken away from him. 

Then, as he asked for it again, I made this clay-cart and gave it to him. Thereupon he says, '0 

Radanika, what do I care for this small clay-cart! Give me the same golden one'." (74)

Vasantasena, is distressed at the plight of her lover. She tells Rohasena, “Child, do not 

cry; you will play with a cart of gold.” Rohasena asks the maid who the lady cuddling him is and 

Vasantasena, too far gone in love, replies, "A slave of your father, bought by his merits." When 

Radanika tells the child that the lady is his "mother", he refuses to believe it: "Radanika, you are 

telling a lie; (for) if her ladyship is my mother, then why has she put on ornaments?" Vasantasena 

is "touched" by the child's innocence; his own mother doesn't wear any ornaments because of his 

father's depleted finances. Vasantasena takes off all her ornaments and tells him: Now I have 

become your mother! So please take these ornaments, and get a golden cart made (out of them). 

(78)

But the child refuses to accept her generous offer: "Get away! I won't take them! You are 

weeping." Vasantasena wipes her tears and says: "Child, I will not cry. Go and play." She fills the 

little clay cart with her ornaments and tells Rohasena: "Child, get a golden cart made (out of 

these)." Radanika exits with the child. This is the incident which gives the play its title. It is a 

summation of this wheel-of-fortune concept, although the section of the play dealing with the 

cart is extremely short. The courtesan's maternal instincts for her lover's son in Act VI give 

Mrchhakatika its title. (79)

 Sudraka's Mrchhakatika is noteworthy not only for. being the only known Sanskrit play 

to show a courtesan in love with a Brahmin, it also contains important characters from various 

strata of Hindu society rather than from solely the upper castes. It is the realistic and vivid 

presentation of these characters from diverse backgrounds that makes Mrchhakatika a 

microcosm of the Hindu society in Sudraka's time (first or second century BC).

To begin with, the Sutradhara introduces the author of the play Sudraka as the foremost 

among the Dvijas (i.e., Brahmins, Kshatriyas and Vaishyas), most probably as a Brahmin or 

Kshatriya here, though the name of his kingdom is not mentioned. He was handsome and good 

looking, had mastered the four Vedas, mathematics and knowledge regarding the art of 

courtesans, and was well-versed in the training of elephants. He was a Siva devotee, had 
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successfully performed Asvamedha sacrifice, and he voluntarily died at'the age of one hundred 

years and ten days by entering the sacrificial fire. (3)

The principal characters in the play are drawn from the upper middle class, while the 

subsidiary episodes introduce such low class people as gamblers, hangmen, etc. 'This is 

inevitable in a play whose plot is "drawn from real life" (as per the definition of a Prakarana), 

and it is but natural that we see in Mrchhakatika a reflex of the conditions and manners of 

contemporary society, including its government and its laws in particular.' (History of Sanskrit 

Poetics, Kane P,V.26)

The king is not actually introduced in the play. It seems that he ruled as an absolute 

monarch, and, if he happened to be a tyrant (as Palaka was), discontent would be rife among the 

subjects, being a direct incentive to armed rebellion as soon as opportunity would offer. The king 

was assisted by counsellors (Act IX), and was also head of the army (Act X), there were the usual 

departments of state such as revenue (Act VII), justice (Act IX), police (Act VI) et al.

Act IX gives us a special insight into judicial administration. The judge was assisted by 

two assessors, and justice appears to have been both impartial and speedy. The presiding judge 

had to follow well-formulated rules of evidence and procedure in recording facts and in 

examining witnesses; but he could give his decision only in the form of a recommendation, the 

passing of the final order lying with the sovereign. If the facts were not clearly established by the 

evidence, recourse was to be had in four kinds of ordeals ("poison, water, balance and fire", says 

Charudatta), a trial by ordeal being fairly common in ancient society for serious offences. The 

person under trial had to confess his crime when proved by facts.

A criminal punished capitally could be set free if an adequate ransom was paid or some 

great event happened, informs one of the Chandalas while delaying the execution of Charudatta 

(Act X):

Perchance some kind gentleman might set the condemned man at liberty by paying a 

ransom. Perhaps a son might be born to the king, and on account of that great joyous 

festival, all the condemned men may be released. Perchance an elephant might break 

loose from his chains, and in the commotion the condemned criminal might escape. Or 

sometimes there might be a change of kings, and then all the condemned men may be set 

at large. (139)

The last possibility rattles the king's brother-in-law and the villain of the play, 

Samsthanaka and, surprisingly, it turns out to be true in this case.

The executioners (the Chandalas belonging to the lowest strata of society) had some 
discretionary powers; they could release a prisoner if found innocent (as in the case of 
Charudatta) and punish an offender (Samsthanaka).

The officers of the king seem to have been zealous in the performance of their duties. 
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Viraka and Chandanaka pursue the escaped prisoner (Act VI) with so much vigour and 

promptitude as though it were an affair in which they are personally involved. And although in 

the end Chandanaka proves a traitor to his employer (the king), it. is not due to bribery or 

cowardice but to an appeal to his innate compassion for one wrongfully oppressed (Aryaka).

The professions of a barber and a bard have been illustrated by the two police officers' 

violent quarrel (Act VI) on the highway while they inspect passing carriages after an alert has 

been raised after. Aryaka's escape from the dungeon, where he was confined by King Palaka. The 

barber held a broken piece of (whet) stone trimming the scrubby beards of men, his fingers busy 

with the scissors; while the bard had his mother for the kettle drum, father as drum, and had a 

tambourine for his brother.

A creditor had absolute power over the person of his debtor; he could inflict bodily 

punishment on him with impunity (Mathura and the gamester pounding Samvahaka in Act 11), 

or even sell him for his money ("Sell your own self and pay," Mathura tells Samvahaka).

Caste system was strictly followed in those days. Brahmins were held in great reverence; 

they enjoyed certain privileges and immunity from capital punishment (Act IX). Notice, too, 

how Sarvilaka declines to rob a Brahmin of his gold (Act IV), presumably accumulated for 

sacrificial purposes. Brahmins often took to commerce since the ancestors of Charudatta, a 

Brahmin, got rich through trade.

Among other castes, Kayasthas seem to have been held in low popular estimation. The 

vituperations hurled each other by Viraka and Chandanaka show how stronghold the system had 

on people; in spite of its rigidity, however, the view that caste is no criterion of a man's worth was 

generally accepted, since even the Chandalas discourse on it (Act X).

Buddhism, though on its decline, was yet in a flourishing state, being patronised by kings 

and princes, and the Bhikshus seem to have been generally respected, though a certain prejudice 

prevailed against them among the upper classes, who considered their sight inauspicious. (In Act 

VII, Charudatta avoids the Bhikshu coming his way in the Pushpakarandaka garden and leaves 

by another path.)

Commerce was carried on an extensive scale, Indian ships sailing to the furthest ends of 
the earth; this must have contributed largely to the prosperity of the land. The wealth of the 
trading classes appears to have been almost fabulous, if we are to judge by the donations and 
public charities of Charudatta. A large portion of his wealth eventually passed into the hands of 
the courtesan class so that Vasantasena came to own a palace which rivalled that of Kubera in 
splendour (Act IV). Such wealth meant luxury on a grand scale, and its necessary consequences, 
such as the vices of drinking (e.g., Maitreya's comments on Vasantasena's fat and ungainly 
another in Act IV: "The mother has been reduced to such a condition, having intoxicated herself 
with spirits, liquors and wines"(50), gambling (Act II) and prostitution. If merchants could give 
golden carts to their sons (Act VI), courtesans could go further and keep scent-elephants (Act II).
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That a courtesan should be made the heroine of a play may seem a little strange to modern 

readers. It appears, however, that low as the profession of a courtesan was, so that Charudatta is 

ashamed of his connection with one (Act IX: "Ye officials, how should I utter such a thing, viz., 

that a courtesan is my friend?"), it had a certain recognised status, for even the sage Vatsayayana, 

in his treatise on erotica (Kama Sutra) devotes a special chapter to the description of that class. A 

courtesan, of course, could never usurp the place of a legally wedded wife (Act VI), but the fact 

that Vasantasena is invested with the title of Charudatta's second wife (Act X) is significant and 

probably points to mixed marriages being in vogue in those days. That the fact of women being 

treated as second-class citizens and legally wedded wives being relegated to the background (in 

the inner quadrangle of the house) is a time-old tradition. We hardly learn anything more about 

Charudatta's wife Dhuta than that she offers her own jewel-necklace in place of Vasantasena's 

stolen gold ornaments to uphold her husband's reputation and that she is ready to immolate 

herself when he is sentenced to death. A courtesan like Vasantasena, educated and sophisticated 

she is, occupies a higher place in the social set-up, as well as in men's hearts and minds.

Slavery was common, and a slave could be bought (Act II, when Samvahaka tries to sell 

himself in order to pay his gambling debt), and ransomed by the payment of money or gold 

(Sarvilaka buying his beloved Madanika's freedom from Vasantasena. in Act IV). Gambling was 

a legalised vice; there was an association which formulated the rules of play, and keepers of 

gaming saloons saw to it that they were strictly enforced (in Act II, Mathura says to Samvahaka: 

"Here, now! I arrest you in the name of Players' Association!)

The social, religious and superstitious observances seem to have been not materially 

different from those that obtain in modern Hindu society: there are references to Bali (offering) 

in Act I, observing a fast (Act III), and festival (Vasantotsava in Act II, during which Charudatta 

and Vasantasena meet and fall in love), and the sciences of astrology and augury were 

universally believed in (Acts II, VI, VII, VIII and IX). The play contains references to music 

parties (Act II shows Charudatta and Maitreya returning late at night from a concert at Rebhila's 

house), and drawing and painting (in Act IV, Vasantasena, sketches a portrait of Charudatta), 

showing, therefore, that fine arts seem to have been cultivated on a large scale, as would be 

expected in an affluent society. The general economic condition of the people appears to have 

been good on the whole, free from petty worries and minor troubles.
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Abstract:
Rossario Ferre published her first collection of short stories, Papeles de Pandora in 1976. She 
was born in Puerto Rico and received her formal education in its capital, San Juan and later she 
immigrated to Washington DC, where she resumed her education as well as literary career. It is 
with a desire to safeguard the legacy of the native language in the island that prompted Rossario 
Ferre to write her first book titled Papeles de Pandora in the Spanish language. The present 
research paper aims at studying Rosario Ferre's idea about the literary process of translating her 
own work from Spanish, the language of  Latin American culture and dreams, into English -the 
language of a vast range of readers. The paper explores Ferre's idea of finding a cultural connect 
between the source language and the target language of a literary text rather than blind 
transcription of  the content. Ferre compares the experience of translating a literary work into a 
new language, especially in the case of a diaspora female writer of Mexico-Spaniard origin, to 
the act of crossing the C & O.Canal set between San Juan and Washington DC. Ferre identifies 
this process of setting oneself unmoored in the canal with Ophelia's sweeping down the green 
surface of water in Hamlet. Ferre as a female writer and translator from Puerto Rico holds a 
unique literary position, whereby she  interprets the internal history of the land, deciphers the 
conflicting human consciousness and documents events like the rise and decline of Spanish 
colonial power in the backdrop of the multi-ethnic Puerto Rican milieu. It is only through this 
task of translating her work from Spanish to English that she hopes to prevent the extinction of 
her native tongue, since Spanish language is not only a medium of communication but the 
consciousness of her civilization. 

Keywords: Translation, Mexico-Spaniard Diaspora, Internal History, Consciousness of the 
Civilization. 

The Caribbean Islands have a vivid history of colonialism, slavery and indentureship. They are 

tropically situated between North and South America and are flooded with tropical heat. The 

flourished lands of the Caribbean had allured the Dutch sea-farers, the Spanish explorers and 

British planters and officials during the 15th and 16th centuries and prompted them to establish 

their colonies in these fertile lands. The  colonizers seized the opportunity to exploit and develop 

these islands into plantation estates.The islands were originally inhabited by the indigenous 
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Amerindians who failed to resist the encroachment of powerful colonizers from Europe and 

Britain, and eventually surrendered to the power of the planters. The islands carry the legacy of 

the adventurous planters, bonded  labourers and deported and ostracised slaves; their annals are 

documented in the literature of the land. Apart from the complex history of land, one can observe 

some promising features that are unique to these islands and add a distinct charm to the life of the 

people inhabiting these lands. Like a pallet of a painter, filling the canvas with multiple shades of 

colours, the ethnic, cultural and linguistic life of these islands are beautifully filled with myriad 

shades. The ethnic groups like Amerindian, French, Spanish, English, Dutch, African and Indian 

etc have a history of co-existence in these lands for centuries and added uniqueness in the 

cuisine, art, literature and music of these islands. Difference and multiplicity of  identity, inter-

racial alliances, cultural hybridity and creolization of indigenous groups are some of the recent 

features of these countries.

The island of Puerto Rico, one of the prominent Caribbean islands, has an anomalous status as a 
Commonwealth country. It is the only island in the world which, along with the island of Saint 
Marina, is an unincorporated territory of the United States; neither it is fully integrated as a State 
nor fully autonomous. The name of Puerto Rico in Spanish is "Estado Libre Asociado de Puerto 
Rico," ("Free Associated State of Puerto Rico") (Rivera, 2021). The island of Puerto Rico was 
under Spanish control for around 400 years. The independence movement in Puerto Rico was 
initiated by the native Amerindians. The people of this island obtained full political 
independence from Spanish colonizers in 1898. Later on the island came under the political 
power of the United States. This peculiar political status of Puerto Rico has resulted in it facing 
the full effects of global Americanization. The island became a setting for U.S. directed 
programmes of modernization. Again Puerto Rico is marked by its racial and cultural hybridity, 
hence there is a muted antagonism among the people over the questions of the island's identity. In 
addition to this, there is a cultural rift between Puero Ricans living on the island and those who 
have migrated to the States. Rossario Ferre, a Puerto Rican writer, too, faced a similar kind of 
predicament. She was born in Puerto Rico and received her formal education in its capital, San 
Juan and later she immigrated to Washington DC, where she resumed her education as well as 
literary career. It is this peculiar spatial identity and desire to safeguard the legacy of the native 
language in the island that  prompted Rossario Ferre to write her first book titled Papeles de 
Pandora in the Spanish language. The present research paper aims at studying Rosario Ferre's 
idea about the literary process of translating her own work from Spanish, the language of  Latin 
American culture and dreams, into English -the language of a vast range of readers. The paper 
explores Ferre's idea of finding cultural connection between the source language and the target 
language of a literary text rather than blind transcription of  the content.  

Rossario Ferre published her first collection of short stories, Papeles de Pandora,  in 1976. In the 
epigraph section of her book, Ferre gives a concise introduction of her work where she puts forth 
her intention of employing the mythical archetype of 'Pandora's Box' in her literary work. 
According to this myth, a box containing all the evils and the blessings of the world was gifted to 
Pandora, the first lady created by the Greek God, Zeus. Pandora fails to suppress her naive 
curiosity and opens the box and as a result, the content of the box accidently gets scattered in the 
world. However, in a state of utter bewilderment, Pandora hurriedly closes the lid of the box and 
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inadvertently traps 'Hope' inside. The story leads to twin interpretations. First that 'Hope' cannot 
exist in this world and the second that Pandora as a feminine representation in this world can 
always have access to the 'Hope' that she has trapped. Similarly, the word Papeles carries a 
deeper significance. Papeles hints at different dramatic roles that an actor plays on the stage. 
Thus Papeles de Pandora hints at different roles that women play in this world; where strict 
gender stereotypes make a watertight compartment for the female folks to exist. Yet the legacy of 
'Hope' is always in the custody of the fair sex, who are capable of ushering better days for 
everyone around. 

Ferre's cutting-edge work, Papeles de Pandora is considered as a significant piece of literary 
creation in the gamut of Latin-American literature due to two distinct reasons. The work 
recounts a realistic picture of Puerto Rican society with the annals of declining plantation 
aristocracy of French and Spanish ancestry. The stories in this collection are characterized by a 
strong undercurrent of  racial stratification and class conflict.The struggle of upper class white 
female characters for maintaining the facade of respectability and affluence can be observed as 
the recurrent theme of her stories. The tales like “La Muneca Menor” (The Youngest Doll), “El 
cuento envenenado” (The Poisoned Story) and “Cuando las mujeres quieren a los hombres”  
(When Women Love Men) falls under a similar category. In  addition to this, her works can be 
viewed as a spectacular contribution in the field of feminist writing, as through her writing Ferre 
seems to give vent to a long suppressed anger and resentment against the subjugation of female 
folk. In her story, “La Muneca Menor” ( The Youngest Doll), Ferre toys with the idea of 
patriarchal intervention which aims at restricting the lives of women to a doll-like existence. She 
brings the story to an uncanny end when “the dolls, manufactured by a maiden aunt; when 
mutilated by a greedy doctor who wishes to rob it for its diamond eyes, the doll pours out, not 
sugar and spice, but with angry river prawns. The repressed in Ferre's stories always return with 
violence.” (Franco, 1991, xiii)           

The most prominent feature of this literary work is Ferre's linguistic expertise and conviction on 
which she thrives while translating her stories from Spanish to English. Expert translators like 
Diana Velez, Nancy Taylor, Nancy Beutel , Claire B.Ashman and Cindy Ventura assisted Ferre in 
translating most of the tales into English which were later published in the book with the title, 
Papeles de Pandora: The Youngest Doll. The book carries a fine foreword by Jean Franco, a 
British-born academician and literary critic who is known for her pioneering work on Latin 
American literature. This work is a fine testimony of literary transcription where the translator 
has successfully conveyed the fine cultural nuances of Puerto Rican island and Mexico-Spanish 
populace into the English tongue without distorting the integrity of the cultural symbols. The 
cultural life represented in Papeles de Pandora is a typical representation of Puerto Rican 
society. It features the accounts of the old landed bourgeois who have lost their glory and fortune 
with the decline of sugar estates. The remnants of their glorious past can be found in ruined 
haciendas, dilapidated  sugar industries and barren land “with its dusty street lights and its 
phlegm-white sky...and left the field sown with calcium.” (Ferre, 1991, p.59) These lines 
transport us to the setting of the desolate relics of failed sugar estates that were once nurtured 
with the sweat and blood of bonded labourers and deported slaves. After independence from 
Spanish colonizers, the island became a breeding ground of racial and social intolerance behind 
the apparent picture of harmony. 
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In the backdrop of such a barren milieu and transient cultural identity, Ferre avows to write the 
story of indigenous people of this land. She has carefully crafted the characters who serve as 
representative figures coming from different ethnics groups of declining Spanish colonies of the 
island. Ferre wrote her first work Papeles de Pandora using her native tongue, Spanish. Ferre 
believes that it is through the use of her native language that she can successfully record the 
consciousness of the land into a printed form. At the same time, she is driven with an urge to keep 
the language of her land alive, since it is the only tool which is capable of carrying the legacy of 
Spaniard aristocracy, their downfall and subsequent rise of black power in the land. Ferre 
believes that it is through her mother tongue, she can shape her literary creations and breathe life 
into her fictitious characters. For Ferre, this linguistic legacy is like some “hidden spring of 
consciousness from which literary inspiration flows. (Ferre, 1991, p. 153) She considers Spanish 
as a language of her dreams, of her infancy and a bridge that connects her to the world. At the 
same time, Ferre is aware of her ethnic identity as a writer from Mexico-Spaniard ethnicity who 
migrated to North America. Naturally, she feels that her literary sensibility is set adrift between 
two shores. She is susceptible to the influences from both the cultures and feels accountable to 
contribute for her native land as well as the land of her dreams through writing about indigeneous 
people and translating it into English for a wide range of readers.Thus her writing bears the 
influence of both the lands viz. San Juan, the land of her birth and linguistic origin, and 
Washington DC, the promised land of her dreams. Ferre draws her literary material from the 
socio-political problems and cultural history of the land and records it in Spanish language, yet 
senses an obligation to translate it into English. It is this sensibility that propels her to tell the 
story of her land, communicate its belief system and transmit its value base to her readers in the 
United States.

 Ferre has closely observed and beautifully reproduced in her stories and lores, the experiences 
and influences that shaped her formative years in Puerto Rico. About the authenticity of these 
experiences, she writes in her book, Papeles de Pandora: “...and that in order to write 
competently about my world's conflicts, as war correspondents have experienced, one has to be 
able to live in the trenches and not on the pleasant hillocks that overlook the battlefield.” ( p. 154) 
In her essay, “On Destiny, Language and Translation; or, Ophelia Adrift in the C & O.” Ferre 
compares the experience of translating a literary work into a new language, especially in the case 
of a diaspora female writer of Mexico-Spaniard origin, to the act of crossing the C & O.Canal set 
between San Juan and Washington DC. This crossing, she maintains, is not an easy process. 
Since in the midst of the trough,  all the gates of water, (here 'water' refers to a surge of creative 
outpour) which might overtake the writer. During such moments, the writer has to take “all the 
precautions of the language.”(p.154)  Ferre further adds some grandeur to the procedure of 
transcribing a literary text from Spanish to English. She asserts that the process of translation is 
not a slavish transmission of signs and symbols from one language to another, but it is a 
mechanism in which the translator is constantly burdened with the expectation of keeping in 
touch with and maintaining the affinity to both the languages and cultures. Sometimes, the flow 
of creative inspiration, which takes command of both the writer and the translator,  is so great 
that they are left with no option than to set themselves afloat between the walls of the canal. Ferre 
identifies this process of setting oneself unmoored in the canal with Ophelia's sweeping down the 
green surface of water in Hamlet. She writes:
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...I floated face up like Ophelia over the green surface of the water, I began to feel 
strangely at ease and tranquil. I looked at the world as it slid by, carried by the 
slowly moving swell of cool water, and wondered at the double exposure of both 
the shores, the shore of Washington on my right and the shore of San Juan on my 
left, perfectly fitted to each other and reflected on the canal's surface like on a 
traveling mirror on which I was magically being sustained. (p.154)         

Ferre equates the act of writing a literary piece to interpreting the meanings of life. If this is the 
case then the act of translation is even more complicated in nature. According to Ferre, a 
translator is “ ...a person dedicated to deciphering the conflicting human texts, searching for the 
final unity of meaning in speech. Translators of literary texts act like a writer's telescoping lens; 
they are dedicated to the pursuit of communication, of that universal understanding of original 
meaning which may one day perhaps make possible the harmony of the world.” (p.155) She 
strongly advocates that the translation is much above the sheer act of transcribing. Ferre as a 
female writer and translator from Puerto Rico holds a unique literary position, whereby she  
interprets the internal history of the land, deciphers the conflicting human consciousness and 
documents events like the rise and decline of Spanish colonial power in the backdrop of the 
multi-ethnic Puerto Rican milieu. 

In her essay, “The Writer's Kitchen”, Rosario discusses her peculiar position as a woman  writer 
from Puerto Rico. According to Ferre, due to the patriarchal nature of the island, the voice of 
women is always subdued. She asserts that “imagination is irreverence towards establishment 
and hence it is always subversive.” (Ferre & Velez, 1986, p.228) The upper class women from 
Spanish and French lineage were kept away from public view and they were restrained from 
attempting any vocation that might challenge the existing patrilinear settlement in the island. 
Ferre alludes to such practices among the upper class Spanish estate owner family in her story 
'La Bella Durmiente', (Sleeping Beauty). The female protagonist in the story, Maria de los 
Angeles, is sent to Sacred Heart Convent School in Ponce, where she was taught, “that women 
were hidden from view and should never appear in public.” (Franco, 1991, p.x) Her ambition to 
become a dancer and enact the fascinating roles like 'Giselle', 'Coppelia' and 'The Sleeping 
Beauty' were subverted by the ecclesiastical machinery in the island, conspiring with the 
patriarchal power structure of her family. Maria de los Angeles' existence is reduced to a mere 
reproductive machinery ensuring a male heir for her father Fabiano Fernandez, a representative 
of the prudish Spanish gentry of the island. Contrary to the secluded and secured positions of the 
upper class women, co-existed the women of colour. Since the island carried the heritage of 
slavery for nearly four centuries, it is still marked with racial segregation. Ferre in her stories 
confronts this aspect of class-conflict and racial intolerance among the female folk from the 
upper and lower classes of the island. Her story, 'Cuando las mujeres quieren a los hombres' 
(When Women Love Men) hints at the presence of muted antagonism in the society which 
sometimes rips apart the relations between the women from both the classes and sometimes 
produces strange cross-class alliances. The story is a fine example of literary irony that Ferre 
employs with great precision. It narrates a unique encounter between Isabel Luberza, a frigid 
wife of a respectable gentleman, Lord Abrosio and his shameless mistress Isabel La Negra. 
These ladies inherit Ambrosio's property equally and are destined to share the same house. Irony 
and parody continue till the end, when we find that Isabel La Negra, an exploited harlot, ventures 
to enter the forbidden garden of respectability; and the lady, Isabel Luberza stoops to enter into a 
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business deal with the whore.   

The land of Puerto Rico provides a rich linguistic and cultural heritage to its inhabitants. The 
mosaic of ethnicity in the land ensured an exposure of English as well as Spanish culture to 
Rosario Ferre. She admits that Spanish is the language of her dreams, yet while writing in 
English, “the landscape of experience, the fields of idiomatic, symbolic, communal reference are 
not lost to me, but relatively well within my reach,” (Ferre, 1991, p. 156). Yet, according to Ferre, 
writing about Puerto Rico and her identity as a Mexico-Spaniard native places her in both an 
advantageous as well as a disadvantageous position. The twin obligation to write about her 
people and  translate her works for the readers in the States and other western countries puts her 
in a peculiar position. This is because there is a wide gulf between the two continents in terms of 
their ethnic standards, belief system and moral values. North America is extremely pragmatic 
and technically advanced as compared to Latin America. Hence, Ferre found this act of 
translation as a meticulous task of bridging the cultural gulf between a forward, democratic and 
modern country and a feudal agrarian land; this also serves in convincing the former that the 
latter does exist.

In her essay, “On Destiny, Language and Translation; or, Ophelia Adrift in the C & O.Canal” 
Ferre relates her problem of translating her own work into English. She acknowledges that the 
Spanish literary tradition permits greater scope for 'play on words' which might sound childish  
and naive in English. The Spanish idioms like “Tenemos mucho oro, del que cagó el loro” (We 
have a lot of silver, of the kind of the cat shits) and “el dia que la mierda valga algo, los pobres 
nacerán sin culo” (the day shit worth any money, the poor will be born without assholes) 
ironically hint at the island's poverty and serve as grim humour on  the social system. Ferre 
delineates her own difficulty in translating the title of her seminal work Maldito Amor into 
English. “Maldito Amor” is a Spanish idiomatic expression which could not be rendered 
accurately in English. The literal translation of this idiom would be ``a love that is halfway 
between doomed and damned' which was rather a misfit for a title. In Spanish, it is a benign form 
of swearing or of complaining about the treacherous nature of love. It was finally decided by 
Ferre to give a more specific title which can ensure a cultural connect alongside the content of the 
novel. “Sweet Diamond Dust”, its new title refers to sugar produced by the De Lavalle family, 
but it also touches on the dangers of sugar which, like diamond dust, poisons those who sweeten 
their lives with it.” (Ferre, 1991, p. 160) Similarly, Ferre writes about how she has compensated 
for the limitation of not being able to change the original sentence structures in Spanish. She 
translates them by pruning her own sentences and making them contextually fit into the English 
language. In the course of translation, she adopts different instinctive approaches pertaining to 
the theme of  literary work at hand. The more challenging part of this translation was to make the 
stories from marvellously magical worlds from Latin America convincing to the readers of the 
United States. The 'word play' and 'dance of language' which, though a feast to the senses, were 
equally difficult to translate for the readers of the sceptical world of technology and commerce. 
In this context, Ferre quotes a Franco-American literary critic, George Steiner: “To translate is to 
descend beneath the exterior disparities of two languages in order to bring into vital play their 
analogous and common principles of being…..what passes for translation is a convention of 
appropriate analogies, “a rough cast similitude, just tolerable when the two relevant languages or 
culture cognate.” (Ferre, 1991, p.161)       
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Ferre further establishes that “literary translation is a complex and disturbing 
occupation.”(p.162) In case of translating her own literary work in English,  the translator acts as 
an alter ego of the writer herself and provides her an opportunity of redressing all the vices from 
the original literature and surpassing it to a great extent. Ferre proclaims that “Instinct becomes 
the sole beacon.”(p.163) Thus, this path of translating from Spanish to English was not an easy 
task, since it meant an act of oscillating between the cultures and undertaking the task of 
recreating a divergent world. She describes her act of translating thus:

“ Ophelia drifting down the canal or the child that looks in the beveled mirror of 
her wardrobe, to be able to see left become right and right become left without 
feeling panic or losing my sense of direction. In other words, I have had to be let 
go of all shores, be both left-handed and right-handed, masculine and feminine, 
because my destiny was to live by the word.” (p.164)

It is only through this task of translating her work from Spanish to English that she hoped to 
prevent the extinction of her native tongue, since Spanish language is not only a medium of 
communication but the consciousness of her civilization. She quotes George Steiner, who states: 
“Language is like a living membrane of time.” as qtd in (Ferre, 1991, p.156) As a Latin American 
female writer, she feels a great responsibility of rising above narrow nationalistic passions and 
give an outlet to the spring of her literary consciousness.
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ABSTRACT

 Our introduction to translation happened at high school when we were required to 

translate text from the source language to the target language. This called for skills in two 

languages, the first, our mother tongue and the second, the official language or lingua franca. 

Next we studied a course on World Classics or 'English Literature in Translation as part of our 

undergraduate degree with majors in English language and literature. Sophocles' Oedipus Rex, 

Dante's Divine Comedy, Flaubert's Madame Bovary and such other classics captivated our 

emotional and intellectual world. Translation became a major activity in the last decades of 

twentieth century when it offered a number of career opportunities for experts in languages. 

Professional translators looked forward to translation assignments from the 'Oxford Press' and a 

number of expert translators made their lives through translation. The twenty-first century has 

changed the interface of business, commerce and industries through digitization. Automation 

has become a part of every activity and even translation cannot avoid the use of machines, which 

invariably threatens the role of human translators in the industry. The present paper attempts to 

investigate the role of translation by machines and whether it can substitute human experts. The 

paper is divided into four parts and the first part addresses the importance of translation with a 

brief note on theory. The second part discusses human translation and its merits and demerits. 

The third part presents the advantages and disadvantages of machine translation. The last part 

sums up the statement with a few concluding remarks. The paper draws from the experiences of 

the research students working for M. Phil. and Ph.D. under the author. The research concludes 

that while the machine translation will continue to gain greater skills and be able to do quality 

translation in future, it will never be able to completely replace the human translator. 

Keywords: Translation, Source Language, Target Language, Machines, Humans, replace etc.  

TRANSLATING ACROSS THE BORDERS: HUMANS VS MACHINES

Humans will never stop their pursuit of excellence in science and technology to enhance 

their lives. Automation has now entered translation business too and has made it very easy to 

translate any text into several languages in a fraction of seconds. More recently animated 

translation software has been able to create an animated language for the deaf. They can easily 

communicate with their family and friends through this language. It is now proved that it is 
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difficult to predict the future of translation beyond 2030. 

If there was no translation, how would we ever know the stories of Sindbad, the sailor? 

Arabian Nights have nurtured our fantasies. Aesop's Stories were our bedtime readings. 

Cinderella and Prince Charming have changed the idea of romance for all ages. Tenali Rama and 

Akbar Birbal Stories from India have taught us to use our conscience. Japanese 'Haiku' poems 

have transformed us to become poets. Now all are able to explore their poetic talent by writing a 

poem of at least four lines.

Let us have a brief review of our exposure to translation. A translator needs to know two 

languages, one, the mother tongue and the second language would be official or lingua franca for 

translation. Further, we studied 'World Classics' or 'English Literature in Translation' during 

undergraduate studies when we chose English as our major. Sophocles' Oedipus Rex, Dante's 

Divine Comedy, Flaubert's Madame Bovary and such other classics mostly in Greek and Latin 

captivated our emotional and intellectual world. German philosopher Goethe was full of praise 

for Kalidas's Abhjat Shakuntalam which was originally written in Sanskrit. If it would have not 

been translated into German, Goethe would not have praised the beauty of the text. We were 

introduced to 'Indian Literature in English Translation' where we read a few texts from Indian 

regional languages during our Masters. Savitribai Phule Pune University, Pune has introduced 

two courses in translation to MA students. The first one is 'Translation, Theory and Application' 

and the second one is 'Indian Literature in English Translation'. All religious books including The 

Bible have been translated into almost all languages of the world. Translation boomed till the last 

decades of twentieth century and offered jobs that created a demand for experts. Translating for 

the 'Oxford Press' used to be a prestigious assignment for professional translators. Many experts 

made their lives in translation. Today machine translation is widely used as it saves money and 

time and calls for use of human talent and intelligence in multiple domains. Machine translation 

is used now in all professional and business sectors. It has also assisted decoding secret messages 

for security purposes. Marie Eve Racette, Ottava, Canada, official Translator and Interpreter, 

presently working with Canadian government, was interviewed by the author. When asked about 

the difference between translation and adaptation, she replied:
A translation cannot be 100% original. Not for nothing to do the Italians have the 

saying, “Traduttore, Traditore” or “Translator, traitor”. In other words, the very act of 
translating a text is betraying the author's thought and work. This is inevitable-a language 
is a reflection of a culture, and you cannot take a culture and drop it into another cultre 
intact. In fact there are endless debates on how to translate-should you remain as faithful 
as possible to the original, at the risk of alienating or at least perplexing the audience in 
the target language? Or should you adapt the text so that you target audience will 
understand and appreciate it as if it had been written in that language in the first place, but 
at the risk of changing the original message? These are two different schools of thought, 
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both of which have their points. I have no opinion on the subject-I just try to always read 
1books in their original language, and I sit on the fence when it comes to translating. 

 A brief note on theory of translation will initiate research scholars into translation 

studies.

Translation from regional to international language has opened the windows of 

knowledge to the world. Experts used to work on the selected text for years together to create a 

translated text that appears similar to the original. But now, the communication and digital 

revolution have changed the nature of traditional translation. Highly intelligent software can 

translate the source text to the target language in no time. However, we also need to look into the 

quality of machine translation. 

The present paper is a comparative study of human vs. machine translation. The first part 

deals with importance of translation with a brief note on theory. The second part talks about 

human translation with its merits and demerits. The third part talks about the advantages and 

disadvantages of Machine translation. The last part sums up the statement with a few concluding 

remarks. The paper is based on the experiences of the research students working for M. Phil. and 

Ph.D. under the author. The author concludes that though more and more sophisticated 

translation software would be designed to offer the best possible results, it will still be difficult to 

entirely replace human translators.    

Translation from source language to target language began in medieval times but theory 

of translation came into being in 1950s. The Oxford Dictionary defines translation as, 'to express 

sense of a word, sentence, speech, book etc. in another language or in another form.' Eugene 

Nida defines translation as a process which consists in producing in the receptor language (RL) 

the closet natural equivalence to the message of the source language, first in meaning and second 

in style. J. C. Catford's book A Linguistic Theory of Translation defines translation as, 'Any 

theory of translation must draw upon a theory of language. Translation is an operation performed 

on language: a process is concerned with a type of relation between languages. Hence it is a 

branch of comparative linguistics.' A quality translation expects understanding of the culture of 

both the languages. Translation can be oral, written, on the spot or sign/symbol translation, 

machine etc. There are various types of translation such as Loan Translation, Literal Translation, 

Inter-Lingual Translation, Inter-Semiotic Translation, word to word translation, definite 

translation and interpretative translation. Translation facilitates communication across the 

borders. It inculcates deep knowledge of structures of various languages. It offers better 

opportunities of jobs in business sector, courts, news-papers, textbook bureau, publishing 

houses, parliament and education. It develops linguistic competence. It helps to get an insight 
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into computational linguistics. Despite all these merits, translation never gets a place of original 

creation. It is considered as a second-hand experience. 

Since the present paper is a comparative study of human translation and machine 

translation it is necessary to understand the advantages of human translation. Translation aims at 

accuracy which one can expect from humans and not machines. The quality of the translation 

should be such that the translator is not required to get back to the author.  It is a myth to make a 

perfect translation but it should be up to the mark. Machine language is a language of zero and 

one that hardly takes context into consideration. Humans can read between the lines. They would 

think of word to word, sense to sense and finally understanding the context. Humans will 

consider the age, the history, geography, philosophy, sociology, economy and religion while 

doing translation. Machines will concentrate on the letters and words only and will replace the 

source language vocabulary into target language by the dictionary that has been fed. Humans can 

re-edit the text several times whereas machines will do it at one stroke. Machines will depend on 

the material that has fed to it. Humans can go beyond the text and can make it more beautiful 

through their flights of imagination and creativity. Every ancient language is rich in phrases and 

idioms. It is a challenging task to translate it in any language because of linguistic and cultural 

barriers. Human brain tries to find out a way to bridge the gap between two cultures while 

translating. Humans can apply their life situations and experiences without hurting the sense of 

original text. If we compare the translation by humans and by the machines, we could easily 

notice that human translation has done minimum damage to the text. Human translation not only 

translates words, sentences and paragraphs but also go beyond by translating civilizations, 

cultures and thoughts. 

Turning to machine translation, maximum translation work nowadays is done through 

machines and later on sent for the review of the linguist. Today there is hardly any software that 

does perfect translation but will improve through better software, methods and systems in near 

future. Machine translation is economical, user friendly, multilingual, multidirectional and so 

on. It is preferred as it is cheap and time saving. It also maintains confidentiality. It remains end to 

end communication. It can translate a large volume in a very short time. It is beneficial for quick 

understanding of texts, emails, and online chats. It is a blessing for private and business sector as 

it generates faster communication than the humans. Despite of all these advantages there are a 

few disadvantages too. There is a fear and a risk of data hacking. It fails to take context into 

consideration. Many a time translation appears ambiguous especially in case of idioms and 

anecdotes. There are chances that machine translation may lead a poor interest in students for 

learning languages. It has been noticed that machines don't understand grammatical structure, 

slang and punctuation. Moreover, long and complex sentences are made more complicated by 
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machine translation.  It is possible that quality of translation suffers due to low linguistic 

competence and improper training. 

Let us review a few important apps of translation chosen by the masses. We come across 

several translation programs online for digital dictionaries, word-to-word translation, sentence-

to-sentence translation etc. 'Google translate' is the choice of masses through which most of the 

MT takes place. 'Voice translator' is another app through which one transfers text through voice 

reading where typing is avoided. Machines have definitely made our lives easy but still one must 

not forget that they are the creation of human brain. 'Triplingo' is the best tool for the 

international travelers. It is available in thirteen languages through which the journey becomes a 

treat of accurate information. 'Linguee translator' converts text instantly into a document. It 

covers up maximum European languages including French, German, and Dutch and so on.  

'sayhi' app is used for conversational translation that is designed to be quick, easy, and 

uncluttered converse without distraction. It is available in world's 101 languages and dialects.  It 

transcribes our voice through speech recognition machine and adjusts speed and gives space. 

'Deepl' is a translator designed by TechCrunch, America and is known for accuracy and quick 

service.  It translates texts, docs, ppts and excel files. 'Waygo' is a Chinese, Japanese and Korean 

translator app which can be easily found in the app store of smart phones. Technology is at our 

service at every corner of the world. 'Yandex' is software that is used to translate from English to 

any Russian languages and vis a vis. The world has turned into a global village if we are 

supported with technological assistance. 'Apartium' is a rule based, free, open-source machine 

translation platform which is free to access as it comes under general public license. Translate-

real-time-voice-to-sign-language-conversion-for-deaf-and-dumb-people is another app that has 

changed the life physically challenged people. They can smoothly communicate with their 

friends and relatives through this animated language software. There are several other software 

and apps which are at our service as either free or paid. Let us find out whether they will really 

replace experts and linguists in near future. 

I would like to conclude the statement with a quote by Johra Labed. She has clealy stated 

in her paper “Human vs. Machine Translation: A Comparative study”, 
“Replacing human Translation totally by machine translation is but a failure for the time 
being since no machine translation that is capable of interpretation. Let alone the fact of 
keeping the same effect the source text leaves on the reader. If only the effect left by the 
alliteration and consonance how far machine translation spoils some of the aspects that 
only a human translation can maintain. And so to speak, the human translator is the only 
one to understand the different cultural, linguistic and semantic factors to more or less 
faithfully render the same effect that is left in the source text, a task, which requires 
language expertise in both languages. Given the fact that machine translation obeys the 
constraints of an artificial dictionary organized according to situational limitations set by 
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the program designers, it remains only a tool that helps in very simple translation 
activities or as a preliminary step in any process of translation.”

Let me conclude my statement with the views of Arle Richard Lommel which says that machine 

translation will displace only those humans who translate like a machine. 
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 Abstract: Problem statement: The problem statement is that in a big multilingual society 
like India, there is a high need for document translation from one language to another. The 
majority of state government activity is done in provincial languages, whereas official 
documents and reports from the federal government are written in English and Hindi. Results: In 
order to have effective communication, these documents and reports must be translated into the 
proper province languages. Natural language processing (NLP) and machine translation (MT) 
are two new areas of computational linguistics research. The term "machine translation" refers to 
the ability of a computer to The application of computers to the translation of texts from one 
natural language to another is known as machine translation. It is a significant sub-discipline of 
artificial intelligence as a whole. Conclusion/Recommendations: In India, various machine 
translation systems have been developed for translation from English to Indian languages using 
various methodologies. This is the angle from which we will approach this research, beginning 
with a quick overview of the machine translation systems situation in India, based on data and 
past machine translation research.
Key words: Machine translation, computational linguistics, language processing
INTRODUCTION As India is a large multilingual country, different states have different 
regional languages; hence for proper communication there is a need of machine translation. But 
in India the earliest efforts starts from the mid 80s and early 90s. In India several Institutes work 
on Machine Translation. The prominent Institutes are as follows: 
 The research and development projects at Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Kanpur 
 National Centre for Software Technology (NCST) Mumbai (now, Centre for Development of 
Advanced Computing (CDAC), Mumbai 
 Computer and information Sciences Department, University of Hyderabad 
 Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (CDAC), Pune 
 Ministry of Communications and Information Technology 
 Government of India, through its Technology Development in Indian Languages (TDIL) 
Project Above Institutes co-operate imperative role in the field of machine translation from the 
years ago. Most of the machine translation systems have been developed by these Institutes by 
using various domains. Many of the domains have been identified for the development of 
domain specific translation systems; parliamentary questions and answers, pharmaceutical 
information, government documents and notice. Various machine translation systems have been 
developed in India using various systems for language translation from English to Indian 
languages. 
Machine translation systems for Indian languages: In India Machine Translation systems 
have been developed for translation from English to Indian Languages and from regional 
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languages to regional languages. These systems are also used for teaching machine translation to 
the students and researchers. Most of these systems are in the English to Hindi domain with 
exceptions of a Hindi to English (Sinha and Thakur, 2005) and English to Kannada (Kumar and 
Murthy, 2006) machine translation system. English is a SVO language while Indian regional 
languages are SOV and are relatively of free word-order. The translation domains are mostly 
government documents, health, tourism, news reports and stories. A survey of the machine 
translation systems that have been developed in media for translation from English to Indian 
languages and among Indian languages reveals that the machine translation software is used in 
field testing or is available as web translation service. Indian Machine Translation system 
(Naskar and Bandyopadhyay, 2002)
Anusaaraka systems among Indian languages: The application of computers to the 
translation of texts from one natural language to another is known as machine translation. It is a 
significant sub-discipline of artificial intelligence as a whole. Conclusion/Recommendations: In 
India, various machine translation systems have been developed for translation from English to 
Indian languages using various methodologies. This is the angle from which we will approach 
this research, beginning with a quick overview of the machine translation systems situation in 
India, based on data and past machine translation research. Anusaaraka dictionary (Bharati et al., 
1997) of 30,000 root words, there is a single equivalent Hindi word which covers the senses of 
the original Kannada word. An e-mail server been established for the Anusaaraka's. To run the 
Anusaaraka on a given text, e-mail has to be sent with the name of the language in the subject 
line. For example, if 'Telugu' is put in the subject line, it involuntarily runs the Telugu to Hindi 
Anusaaraka. The focus in Anusaaraka is not mainly on machine translation, but on language 
access between Indian languages. Anusaaraka systems can be obtained from their website 
(http://www.iiit.net/ltrc/Anusaaraka/anu_home.html) they are currently attempting an English-
Hindi Anusaaraka machine translation system. Anusaaraka mainly focus on language access 
between Indian languages, using principles of Paninian Grammar (PG) (Bharati et al., 1995) and 
exploiting the close similarity of Indian languages. 
Mantra machine translation system: MAchiNe assisted TRAnslation tool (MANTRA) 
(1999). It translates English text into Hindi in a precise domain of personal administration, 
specifically gazette notifications, office orders, office memorandums and circulars. Initially, the 
Mantra system was started with the translation of administrative document such as appointment 
letters, notification and circular issued in central government from English to Hindi. It is based 
on the Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG) formalism from University of Pennsylvania. It uses 
Lexicalized Tree Adjoining Grammar (LTAG) (Bandyopadhyay, 2004) to represent the English 
as well as the Hindi grammar. Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG) uses for parsing and generation. 
It is based on synchronous Tree Adjoining Grammar and uses tree transfer for translating from 
English to Hindi. The system is tailored to deal with its narrow subject domain. The Mantra has 
become part of “The 1999 Innovation Collection” on information technology at Smithsonian 
institution's National museum of American history, Washington DC, USA. This system can be 
obtained from the C-DAC website. About this system the contact person is Dr. Hemant Darbari 
and Dr. Mahendra Kumar Pandey. This project was funded by the Rajya Sabha Secretariat. The 
grammar is specially designed to accept, analyze and generate sentential constructions in 
“Officialese” domain. Similarly, the lexicon is suitably restricted to deal with meanings of 
English words as used in its subjectdomain. The system is ready for use in its domain. The 
system is developed for the RajyaSabha Secretariat, the Upper House of Parliament of India. It 
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translate the proceedings of parliament such as study to be Laid on the Table, Bulletin Part-I and 
Part-II. This system also works on other language pairs such as English- Bengali, English-Telgu, 
English-Gujarati and Hindi-English and also among Indian languages such as Hindi-Bengali 
and Hindi-Marathi. The Mantra approach is general, but the lexicon/grammar has been limited 
to the sub-language of the domain. 
MaTra system: The MaTra system (2004), developed by the Natural Language group of the 
Knowledge Based Computer Systems (KBCS) division at the National Centre for Software 
Technology (NCST), Mumbai (currently CDAC, Mumbai) and supported under the TDIL 
Project is a tool for human aided machine translation from English to Hindi for news stories. It 
has a text categorization component at the front, which determines the type of news story 
(political, terrorism, economic and so on.) before operating on the given story. Depending on the 
type of news, it uses an appropriate dictionary. It requires considerable human assistance in 
analyzing the input. English sentence, it breaks it up into simpler sentences, which are then 
analyzed and used to generate in Hindi. They are using the translation system in a project on 
Cross Lingual Information Retrieval (CLIR) (Rao, 2001) that enables a person to query the web 
for documents related to health issues in Hindi. 
Mantra machine translation: The English to Hindi Anusaaraka system follows the basic 
principles (Bharati et al., 1997) of information preservation. The system makes text in one Indian 
language accessible in another Indian language. It uses XTAG based super tagger and light 
dependency analyzer developed at University of Pennsylvania for performing the analysis of the 
given English text. It distributes the load on man and machine in novel ways. The system 
produces several outputs corresponding to a given input. The simplest possible (and the most 
robust) output is based on the machine taking the load of lexicon and leaving the load of syntax 
on man. Output based on the most detailed analysis of the English input text, uses a full parser 
and a bilingual dictionary. The parsing system is based on XTAG (Bandyopadhyay, 2002) 
(consisting of super tagger and parser) wherein we have modified them for the task at hand. A 
user may read the output produced after the full analysis, but when he finds that the system has 
“obviously” gone wrong or failed to produce the output, he can always switch to a simpler 
output. 
AnglaBharti technology: The AnglaBharti project was launched by Sinha et al. (2001) at the 
Indian Institute of Technology; Kanpur in 1991 for Machine aided Translation from English to 
Indian languages. Professor Sinha et al. (2001) has pioneered Machine Translation research in 
India. The approach and lexicon of the system is general-purpose with provision for domain 
customization. A machine-aided translation system specifically designed for translating English 
to Indian languages. English is a SVO language while Indian languages are SOV and are 
relatively of free wordorder. Instead of designing translators for English to each Indian language, 
AnglaBharti uses a (Dave et al., 2001) pseudo-interlingua approach. It analyses English only 
once and creates an intermediate structure called Pseudo Lingua for Indian Languages (PLIL). 
In AnglaBharti they use rule based system with context free grammar like structure for English, 
A set of rules obtained through corpus analysis which is used to distinguish conceivable 
constituents. Overall, the AnglaHindi (Sinha and Jain, 2003) system attempts to integrate 
example-based approach with rule-based and human engineered post-editing. AnglaBharti is a 
pattern directed rule based system with context free grammar (Sinha and Jain, 2003) like 
structure for English (source language) which generates a 'pseudo-target' (PLIL) applicable to a 
group of Indian languages (target languages). A set of rules obtained through corpus analysis is 
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used to identify plausible constituents with respect to which movement rules for the PLIL is 
constructed. The idea of using PLIL is primarily to exploit structural similarity to obtain 
advantages similar to that of using Interlingua approach. It also uses some example-base to 
identify noun and verb phrasal's and resolve their ambiguities. AnglaBharti-II: AnglaBharti-II 
(2004) (Sinha, 2004) addressed many of the shortcomings of the earlier architecture. It uses a 
Generalized Example-Base (GEB) for hybridization besides a Raw Example-Base (REB). 
During the development phase, when it was found that the modification in the rule-base was 
difficult and might result in unpredictable results, the example-base is grown interactively by 
augmenting it. At the time of actual usage, the system first attempts a match in REB and GEB 
before invoking the rule-base. In AnglaBharti-II, provision were made for automated pre-editing 
and paraphrasing, The purpose of automatic pre-editing module is to transform/paraphrase the 
input sentence to a form which is more easily translatable. Automated preediting may even 
fragment an input sentence if the fragments are easily translatable and positioned in the final 
translation Such fragmentation may be triggered by in case of a failure of translation by the 
'failure analysis' module. The failure analysis consists of heuristics on speculating what might 
have gone wrong. The entire system is pipelined with various submodules. All these have 
contributed significantly to greater accuracy and robustness to the system. 
Anubharti technology: Anubharti (2004) (Sinha, 2004) approach for machine-aided-
translation is a hybridized example-based machine translation approach that is a combination of 
example-based, corpus-based approaches and some elementary grammatical analysis. The 
example-based approaches follow human-learning process for storing knowledge from past 
experiences to use it in future. In Anubharti, the traditional EBMT (Gupta and Chatterjee, 2003) 
approach has been modified to reduce the requirement of a large example-base. This is done 
primarily by generalizing the constituents and replacing them with abstracted form from the raw 
examples. The abstraction is achieved by identifying the syntactic groups. Both of these system 
architectures, AnglaBharti and AnuBharti, have undergone a considerable change from their 
initial conceptualization. In 2004 these systems named as AnglaBharti-II and AnuBharti-II. 
AnglaBharti-II uses a generalized example-base for hybridization besides a raw example-
base.and the AnuBharti-II to cater to Hindi as source language for translation to any other 
language, though the generalization of the example-base is dependent upon the target language. 
Anuvaadak machine translation: Anuvaadak 5.0 system has been developed by super Info soft 
private limited, Delhi under the supervision of Mrs. Anjali Rowchoudhury for a general purpose 
English-Hindi Machine Translation. For specific domains it has inbuilt dictionaries. It has 
specific domains like Official, formal, agriculture, linguistics, technical and administrative. The 
meaning of any English word is not available in Hindi in dictionary then there is facility of 
translation is provided. In the windows family this software runs on any Operating system.
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